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CALL UP Main 9 after
12:30 o'clock tomorrow

for baseball scores.
We'll have the dope.
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PROSPECT

FOR A

GOOD DAY IS
GLOOMY
CLOUDY, RAINY WEATHER PREDICTED
FOR
WORLD'S
"

withstanding thaf the fighting is
sprawling over the whole country
can be epitomized by saying that the
allies claim to be holding their ground
in the face of "attacks on their extreme left, while the Germans report
that they are repulsing assaults In
other quarters and that the critical
struggle on their right Is undecided.

GERMANS BEGIN BOMBARDMENT OF
ANTWERP, WHICH IS LIKELY TO
FALL BEFORE THE FIERCE ATTACK
SEAT OF GOVERNMENT CHANGED
TO OSTEND

WHICH

A

BRITISH

FLEET WILL GIVE PROTECTION

Teutons are Endeavoring to Keep Their
Communication Lines Open.

German siege gun has been brought
into play and this pieoe of artillery
is fired Infrequently. Guns half the
tiye of the destroyers of Liege and
Nfimur are being used to batter the
rings of forts which surround Antwerp.
Both sides confirm the report that
the Germans have crossed the River
Nethe, but the trenches along the
Scheldt are still holding out The
movement Is - apGurman offensl
proaching the Inner ring of forts.
In the southeastern part of France,
on the allies' left wing, the main
of the contending forces reach
within 10 or' 15 miles of the Belgian
border, while beyond these points,
masses of cavalry continue to struggle
over the frontier line and Into
Along the greater part of the
front, however, the antagonists seem
content to watch each other without
attempting any definite moves.
In the east the Russians are battering away at Przemysl, which is said
to be' suffering severely under artillery fire. The Russian general staff
reports that the German army defeated on the Nlemen river, has retreated
to the east Prussian frontier, where
it has entrenuched Itself, and Berlin
supplements this Information with the
statement that the Russians have been
repulsed with a loss of 2,70ft prisoners and nine machine guns. The Germans claim also that In a minor engagement near Ivangorod, southeast
of Warsaw, in Russian Poland, they
took 4,800 prisoners.
Five German army corps, according
to reliable reports, today were batter
ing their wajy toward the Inner strong-hold- s
of Antwerp, the chief fortified
city of Belgium, and until the pres
ent siege, the temporary capital of
the kingdom,,
Although refugees have fled the
city by thousands, the king and queen
of Belgium, it Is understood here, re
main, as do the American diplomatic
agents.
Those who have remained In Antwerp have burrowed Into cellars and
other subterranean chambers pending
the outcome of the Bie.e.
This, in brief, summarized London's
interpretation of the dispatches reaching the city from correspondents In
and near the beleaguered city after
the censors suddenly lifted the em
bargo on news from that point. The
intensity of the German attack on the
city is takn in some quarters to
mean that the Germans are preparing a second .line of defense stretch
ing from Antwerp to Brussels, Namur
and Metz, on which they can fall back
In the event of reverses on their pres
ent line In the north of France.
The German forces In France and
Belgium are now estimated at 23 active army corps backed up by 18 rer
serve corps, not to mention the
and landstrum.

LITTLE CHANGE

Von Kluck's Sudden Turning Movement Apparently has not Succeeded, Though Allies Have Difficulty in Holding Their Position Contending Factions in East Prussia Issue Conflicting Statement

Tsing-Ta-

Defense.

u

The fate of the Belgian army;! ils the striking feature of the day's war
news. The fall of Antwerp before the German guns Is gravely threatened.
disputed claims that
Advices from neutral sources confirm heretofore
of fortifications, crossed the
outer
circle
the
broken
have
through
they
River Netse and brought their big guns within range of the city proper.
The Belgian government has been transferred to Ostend, the populace
is fleeing Into Holland and flags of mercy are flying from the steeples of
churches to Indicate that these structures, if spared, will not be utilized In
defense. If the city falls the Belgian army will have the alternative, barra German-Infeste- d
ing surrender, of attempting to fight its way through
the allies, or of retreating into
country In order to effect a Juncturo-iWltHolland, there to be interned until the war ends.
The latter course would eliminate Belgium as a factor in the great
struggle. For days Antwerp has been holding out in the hope that the
left wing of the allies would swing around In time to save the city. Recent reports from the battleline have it plain that succor from this source
m:.
was extremely.. doubtful.
,; ,,! ,,,;,,,
It is believed that the bombardmsnt of Antwerp began today, for a surrender of the city had been refused.
i
Little news of the battle In the north of France is contained in this
afternoon's statement of the French war office. It says that on the
French left wing the Germans have made no progress, while at certain
points they have moved back. On the right wing there is no campaign.
The situation in the center remains much the same. Violent attacks
In the Woevre district have been repulsed.
According to the statement the Russian offensive continues along the
front of east Prussia.
A wireless dispatch 'from Berlin 6a)ys papers there report that Brit.
Ish and Japanese attacks upon Jsing Tau have been repulsed. Tokio announces officially that the German f.'re from Tsing Tau is slackening. The
Japanese government, says a dispatch from Tokio, has issued no public
statement regarding the taking of the German Island of Jaliut in the Pacific, but the officials explain that Japan's assurances that she does not
seek territorial aggrandizement mustnot be interpreted as meaning that
she will not take steps for the protection of commerce.
The report that Emperor William had removed General von Moltke as
chief of the German staff is proven untrue by reports from neutral quar.

,

ters.

.

'

"'

A German aeroplane has visited Paris, dropping two bombs, one of
which wounded three persons.
Vienna claims that the Russians have been driven out of Hungary.
The Russian ambassador at Rome replies that the Russians occupy
of Hungary, as well as seven eights of Galicia.
A development of the war situation is an apparent mild relaxation in
the censorship ajt Berlin. From the beginning the German censors have
been most exacting In the performance of their duty.but for the last day
or two they seem to have permiitted the correspondents a wide latitude.
It Is ajnnounced lit London that Canadian troops arrived in the British

one-fift- h

Isles today.
London, Oct. 7. All eyes today turned to Antwerp, whose fate was regarded here as important out of all
proportions to the numbers of men
engaged in its attack and defense.
.Germany must not only keep an open
door into France, it is argued, but
must be prepared to close the back
door to Essen, a most Important German military center.

The war has presented no picture
of greater desolation than that of the
In. t of refugees fleeing from the last
f
Belgian stronghold. The only ray of
hope from the allies' standpoint is
found in the news that the almost exhausted garrison of Antwerp has been
reinforced by French troops and more
guns.
Up to the present, only one great

The Times' Version
8.
The corrtspoudent
of the Times In Paris, commenting on
the battle in the north of France,
j
says:
"After 26 days the formidable battle of theAisne still continues without
having given any definite result This
part of the immense front now
stretches from the neighborhood of
Noyon toward Lassigny, up to the
Belgian frontier, formed in part by
the River Lys.
"The enemy has concentrated in
Belgium all the forces not actually occupied In the line' of communication.
"He has made a vigorous effort to
break the enveloping', movement of
the Anglo-Frencarmy In the region
of Lille and .has made the tactical error of attacking violently the French
left wing before effecting the fall of
!
Antwerp.
"The possible consequence of this
dangerous proceeding is accentuated
by the dispatch of the best army corps
Germany possesses' against the allies!.
The German effort was tenacious and delivered with desperation.
The already tormented north of
France wag agrH.. t
scfjne of sanguinary encounters, which by1 their
vigor and vastness will live in history."
How Reinforcements Came
The Times' correspondent in Belgium, describing the reinforcement of
the German right wing, says that on
Monday morning some 5,000 troops arrived and took U a position three
miles east of Roubarx, where they divided, about
of them going
in the direction of Lulnghe, the remainder going toward Armentleres.
The Game afternoon 2,000 troops passed through Tourcoing, both men and
horses appearing tired. Other reinforcements came from Verdun.
- Throughout
Sunday the French and
Germans engaged in skirmishes In
the outskirts of Lille. Many shells
fell ini the ' town, but caused small
damage.
Ypres has been occupied by the
enemy and it is reported that an entire German army corps occuies the
Lille, Tournal and Courtrai district.
London, Oct.
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ASSOCIATED PRESS CORRESPONDENT ADMIRES HIS BRAVERY
AND PERSISTENCY

HE

;

RESIST TO THE

LAST A

IN THE

ANGERED

MACK, IN REFUSING HIM
USE OF SHIBE PARK, IS
UNSPORTSMANLIKE

A

SAYS THIS IS THE REASON
HIS FORCES SHOT ACROSS
THE BORDER

STRIKE

IS

SAYS

OF

INDIANS

NERVE

WILL

STAILINGS

JYNX HANGS

ON

BOSTON

DAVIES, CLOUTING OUTFIELDER,
IS TAKEN ILL WITH AP-

PENDICITIS

CAPITAL

Tomorrow the opening game
the world's champion baseball
series will be played with Bos- - 4
ton, representing the National
league, and Philadelphia, repre- sentative of the American league,
contesting. The patrons of The
Optic will be furnished a com- plete report of this game, and all
the others to follow in each regu- lar edition of the paper. Those
who are too eager to await the 4
conclusion of the contests may
obtain full information by calling
up The Optlo news room, Main
9, from time to time. We will be
glad to furnish the score at the
end of each inning. Bulletins
will be posted in front of the of-fice, showing the score by in-nlngs. According to the rules or 4
the Associated Press, which fur- nlshes the report, The Optic is
not allowed to furnish lnforma- tion to be posted on bulletin
boards, and Is allowed to post
bulletins in but one location, in
front of its office.
of

ANTWERP DETERMINED NOT TO STREETCAR MEN AND CAB DRIV
ERS REFUSE TO CONTINUE
YIELD TO THE TEUTONIC
AT WORK

INVADER

WILL

COURTMARTIAL

HIM PUNISHMENT IS THREATENED

KING ALBERT'S OFFICERS WILL GOVERNMENT DECLARES
EXECUTE MAN WHO FIRED
EXECUTE STRIKERS
LOUVAIN
ARE VIOLENT

IT WILL

WHO,

h

London, Oct .7 The Antwerp cor Mex Lead Naco 1 Maytorena
Naco, Ariz., Oct. 8. Maytorena ceas
respondent of the Associated Press,
who managed to leave Antwerp after ed firing on Naco, Sonora, shortly be
a week's survey of the battle, tele- fore noon. His shells landed in the
graphed from The Hague Monday af- tovtn, but did little damage, the amternoon as follows:
munition appearing to be defective.
"This is the sixth day of the siege
Can't Control Indians
After a brief lull, beginning about
of Antwerp and the Belgian army is
fighting with reckless courage. The midnight, Governor Maytorena regovernment officers openly declared opened his attack today upon the Car- they expected a bombardment of the ranza garrison In Naco, Sonora. His
city by the middle of the week, but shrapnel fire appeared to .be much
were resolved to resist to the last, more effective and General Benjamin
though they feared this meant destruc- Hill, commanding the town's defend
tion of the city.
apparently
ers, began preparations
"As a precaution the boilers of all fr a retreat to American territory!.
the German ships in the Antwerp har
Philadelphia. Pa., Oct 8. Today's
During the rifle firing last night
bor have been exploded so as to pre- more bullets fell into the American weather predictions for the world's
vent the use of the Scheldt and An town than at any time previous and series baseball gafes here tomorrow
twerp as a German base. The deto- protests again were made to the op- and Saturday saddened the hearts of
nations" set the excited Sunday crowd posing Mexican commanders.
the fan
They were for low hanging
n ar to panic.
Similar protests during the past clouds with occasional light rains.
j
Conditions were unfavorable today
"The people generally are orderly, few days elicited the statement from
hf.wever, and are keeping up a cheer- Maytorena that he could not en en- for the final practice of the Philadelful demeanor. The siege of Antwerp tirely control the Yaqui Indians, who phia Athletics and the Boston Braves.
A light rain fell during the night, mak
began September 28 with a fierce largely compose his forces.
bombardment of the town of Malines.
ing the grounds slippery.
Street Car Strike
wlere the ancient church was severely
George Stalllngs, the Boston man8.
Forcible ager, who last night aeclded he would
Mexico
City' Oct.
damaged. Next day the town of Lierre
was bombarded, and here, too, the measures were adopted this afternoon not accept the offer of the ,use of
church was destroyed. In this attack by the 1,200 street car men who went Shlbe park for practice this morning
seven citizens were killed and three out earlv todav. Hundreds of cabs because he wanted the field in the
were woun'ded. The town was hastily wtre stopped, the passengers compel afternoon, was in no happy frame of
evacuated by the population, but in led to' get out and the cab men to mind today. He said the refusal of
tbe evening Belgian Infantry came and loin in a sympathetic strike. The Connie Mack, manager of the Philaat last account It still held the povernmen? fas threatened to take delphia club, to perfit the Boston
city.
vigorous action and to Impose the players to use Shibe park in the aft"The next day the village of Duffel death penalty on the strikers If they ernoon was unsportsmanlike, sine
was bombarded, and here the tall fac persist In their violence.
Athletics are familiar with the lights
Germany's Losses are Heavy
Twelve hundred motormen, conduc- and fchadowB of Fenway park, Boston.
tory chimneys offered an excellent tar
London, Oct. 8. A delayed dispatch get. The population fled to Antwerp, tors and inspectors struck today, tying
Mack, it is understood, gave the
to the Exchange Telegraph company
leaving: behind several dead and up the street car lines of the capital. Boston team the use of the playing
fr-Ostend, filed Tuesday, says:
wounded.
Ths men had given the management field in the morning because he in"Fierce fighting had taken place for
"Antwerp Is defended by a circle four hours in which to grant their tended to use it in the. afternoon for
two days around Lille. The Germans
of fortifications of which the most Im- demands for an Increase In warres of his own men.
sustairied heavy losses. The German portant are situated between the Riv- 10
"Chick" Davies, the young New
per cent an eight hour day and
batteries fred on the station, the ers Nethe, Ruppel and the Scheldt. Afrecognition of the union. When the England college player. Is the latest
prefecture and other buildings. The ter taking Duffel, the Germans
t'me limit expired and no reply had to go on the hospital list of players.
masterpieces in the museum had been
this semicircle of forts with been received the men walked out.
Physicians diagnosed bis ailment as
removed to safety.
their heavy artillery. The retreating
The cab drivers of the city threaten- catarrh of the appendix. Daviea was
"In the fierce fighting the Germans Belgian army
destroyed the bridges ed a sympathetic strike. The street advised to submit to an operation for
lost more than 2,000 men and up to across the Nethe.
car system is owned by a Canadian appedicltis, but he had refused to
this morning had not succeeded in oc"The Germans spent Saturday trj- - corporation, the possessors of which think of it luntil after the big series
cupying the town of Lille."
Ing to ford the river Nethe under cov- - are in Toronto, No disorders occur- is over. Davies is a pitcher, but
War A .. .... ;.. wbfRGazl V
er of the terrific artillery fire.
jred during the early hours of the StaJ lings is developing htm as an outstrike.
fielder.
King Is no Coward
Frontal Attacks Dropped
sol"King Albert, the equal of any
A Wordy War
President has a Plan
Berlin, Monday, Oct 5 (via London, dier In his devotion to duty, daily
ta8.
to
be
Oct. 8.) According to the latest dis- exposes himself to personal danger.
Managers Stalllngs and Mack had a
Steps
Washington, Oct.
facMexican
In
conversation over the telephone
to
accordance
torrid
the
to
ken
Is
time
The
her
from
here
queen
patches reaching
devoting
(name
tions to restore harmony and set up ,today, according to the leader of tha
deleted by censor, but probably some the hospitals.
May Lose Independence
said Mack
"Moat wonderful, however. Is the a new provisional government were Boston team. Stalllngs
place in France) frontal attacks have
called
him
to
to
Wilson
outlined
President
In
so
to
of
np
the
lives
both
sides
against ln- protest
courage
today
by
unfaltering
to
prcved
patient,
costly
all
King Albert has appealed
i
male Belgians between the ages of tbat hey have been deferred. The average Belgian soldier, who has been Consul John R. Sllllman, who leaves terviews In newspapers in which Stall-1-8
are awaiting the results of jfighting for nine weeks. Tired, with jtonight for Mexico City. The consul, ings characterized Mack's refusal to
and- 30 years to rally to the
movements
which promise jhollow eyes, unkempt unwashed and iwho has been acting as the presidents' (let the National league champions
which
j flanking
crisis
for
colors
the
the
of
port
provided with hasty meals, he la 'personal representative at the Mexican practice" at Shlbe park this afternoon
may involve 4he independence of the' greater effect with fewer casualties.
In Ditches'
most of the time In the capital, was told again that the L7nl- - a? "unsportsmanlike."
'
Llvlng
country.
Canadian troops today landed in The German soldiers In the center trenches. lie never .complains, but ted States has no Intention of cham- - ( Mack attempted to "call him down"
the British Isles and they are soon of the line (in France) live in their remains steady under the terrible fire p'oning the cause of either Carranza said Stalllngs, for Buch. talk, and hot
crds followed. The Boston manager
"Antwerp's greatest fear is that the or Villa, and will use Its inriiffee
to reinforce the British expeditionary trenches. The only warm meal they
army on the continent, but at what get Is served in the night. It Is im- mrgniflcent church tower of Our Lady 'only toward bringing about an agree- - appeared to be greatly worked tip.
Police are Accused
possible to kindle a fire in the daytime, will be the target of the bombard-wen- t, ruent that will prevent further disorpoint Is not revealed.
The Inevitable scandal with relation
and It was proposed to house ders and bloodshjpd.
London received nothing new dur- as smoke discloses their positions.
The question of formally recognizing o tha sale of tickets has crept into
ing the forenoon in the way of news Otherwise the men live on cold vic- Gtrman prisoners Inside It as a proworld's series. This time tl
tection for the ancient building.
tuals, fruits and beets.
any government in Mexico will not be t1
from the western theater.
police are the ones accused of crafting
The situation In the battle of the
(Continued on Page Four)
(Continued on page Four)
,in connection with 1h sit- of ticket.
(Continued on Pace Five)
Aiene for it Is still called that, not- Bel-glu-
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LAS VEGA8

fWO

dren happy and glad this coming
yes, every boy and girl.
and all of us In Las Vegas want to
help In this work; and when you tell
us when you want our toys and our
joys, and just what you want, we are
all ready to help to make the boys
and girls of Europe happy. We want
to do something for those who are
so hungry, while we have so much to
eat; we want to help those who are
so cold, while we are so warm; we
want to help those who are so ragged,
while we have such pretty clothes;
we want to bring Christmas gifts to
thoes who will have no fathers or
brothers to bring to them a Merry
Christmas; make the mother and the
little children smile through 'heir
tears; and when we are enjoying our
presents and gifts on Christmas, our
greatest joy will be that the children
of that battle-scarreblood stained
and broken hearted land are having
their usual Christmas cheer, from our
help.
He, whose birth makes the
children's happy Christmas, said: "Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one
of the least pf ihy brethren, ye have
done It unto me."
REV. J. H. WHISTLER,
Minister First Christian Church.
ChrlBtmas;

La Vou'Loading Store

Son,
&.jQosenut&6
mt
EttaUvihod

GROCERY SPECIALS'
dozen cans 1omatr.es
dozen cans Corn....".
20 pounds Compound Lard
10 pounds Pure Lard
7 lbs. Arbtickles Coffee (XX Special)
2G bars White
Laundry Soap

$1.00
$1.00
11.85

1

1

A$

$1.00

'100

KING COTTON SALE
Begins Saturday Morning

d,

la making preparation for this sale we
haven't left a stone unturned that would
hinder it's success.
that will be on sale,
of what you need,
morning, and help

Below Is a list ot items
so make a memorandum
be here early Saturday
the cause of a deserving

people by.

Buy Cotton Goods Made in
Towels and Toweling
Lace Curtains,
Curtain Materials
Bed Spreads,
.
Blankets,
Comforts,
Sheets
Outing Gowns,
Muslin Underwear,
Bibbed and Fleeced Underwear
Children's Underwear,
Hosiery,
Neckwear, and Ruffllngs,
Embroideries,
Handkerchiefs,

U. S,

A,

POSITIVELY

A NOVEL

i

SYSTEM

Santa Fe, Oct. 8. County School Superintendent John V. Conway has installed a unique post card index and
order system.. Each week he sends
a post card to every teacher in the
county with suggestions or orders,
and each month at least one postal
card to each school directon He left
today for Cundyo to inspect the school
of Teofilo Vigil In the modern school
house Just completed and equipped.
He will also inspect the school of
Miss Magdalena Dominguez at Chi

1

IT
BE SURE AND READ THE AD TOMORROW EVENING.
WILL PAY YOU AS A DECISIVE CUT HAS BEEN MADE IN
THESE LINES.

CROUP

Adv.

..11

i

Cf.Uon Dresses,
Cot sets and Brassieres,
Cctton Bats,
Outing Flannel,
Ginghams and Chevrots,
Percales and Shirtings,
Kimona Cloth,
Nainsook,
Incla Linon,
Muslins and Sheetings.

MASTERS

Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
cuts the thick choking mucus, and
clears away the phlegm. Opens-uthe air passages and stops the hoarse
cough. The gasping, strangling fight
for breath gives way to quiet breathing and peaceful Bleep. Harold Berg,
Maes, Mich., writes :"We give Foley's
Honey and Tar to our children for
croup and It always acts quickly." O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
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Fog Gun Started and Stopped by
Sound Waves.

BACKS
JOKER MADE
THE
KICK AND JUMP
IN CONTEST

Edinburgh. A system of wireless
control that Is now being applied successfully at several points In Scotland
seems to have solved the problem of
distant control of acetlyene fog guns
located at points difficult to access,
and provides a means by which a number ot such Installations may be operated from one wireless station without the necessity for visiting the different signals, except for making repairs and replenishing the supply of
gas. When the gun Is started, it automatically feeds and fires itself at
regular intervals until stopped or until the supply of acetylene runs out,
end the wireless control simply provides a means of starting it when
there Is a fog and stopping it when the
fog clears, without going near the
signal. Furthermore the wireless apparatus is so arranged and tuned that
It Is not Interfered with by the more
powerful waves that may be sent out
by passing ships or by other wireless
stations. The control waves are sent
out by an ordinary wireless station of
rather low power, while the waves
are received at the fog gun by four
short aerials. The electric impulses
then pass through a special form of
coherer to a relay which is very sensitive but has a large movement and
Is therefore capable of keeping in adjustment under all temperature conditions. From the relay the Impulses
pass alternatively to two synchronizers, each of which is connected with
--

jOTffisiiir

It AJways Does the Work
"I like Chamberlain's Cough Rem

edy better than any other," writes R
Roberts, Homer City, Pa. "I have
,
Mi- ll4
taken it off and on for several years
and it has never failed to give the de
sired results." For sale by all dealWireless Station, That Controls the
day, night after night, because they ers, Adv.
Operation of Automatic Acetylene
will never see daddy or the bis broth
Fog Guns.
SANTA
ROSA
BURGLARY
er again. Who will buy them clothes?
Santa Rosa, Oct 8. The general one of two electromagnets that con
Who will give them toys this Christ
mas? Who will play with them, and merchandise store of Felipe Sanchez trol a needle valve in the outlet of
teach them games, and show them the y Baca was broken into by burglars. the acetylene tank. When one of
Both front windows and the front these magnets is energized It opens
picturo books?
were broken in, but thus far no the needle valve and causes the gun
door
Poor little Russians in their nuaiut
to begin and continue feeding and fir
little wooden houses, while outside toss has Ibeen discovered. Charles ing itself automatically, and when the
men
local
a
lawyer, saw
other magnet is energized the valve
the snow plains stretch away as far Hedgcock,
as they can see under the dull, gray whom he did not know near the place is closed and locked, shutting off the
late in the evening before the occur supply of acetylene andjtherefore stop
sky; somber sky and pitiless plain not
rence of the glass breaking.
ping the operation of the gun. PopuFRIEND OF LITTLE FOLKS ASKS a bit more sad or hopeless
looking
lar Mechanics.
THE SUPPORT OF ENTIRE
than the lives of the orphaned ones.
COMMUNITY
BIG RANCH RAIDED
Rosy cheeked German boys and girls.
Santa Fe, Oct. a. The Las Palomas HE HOLDS A LIVE RATTLER
who used to be so happy in their cozy
Have you read and seen the pic- little cottages among the vineyards ranch In Mexico, just south of the
ture of the awful war that is going! on the Rhine or the forests of Saxony New Mexico border, for the title of South Dakota Man Toys Unflinchingly
With Dangerous Three-foo- t
on In Europe? Have the boys and and Bavaria, how soon will their which suits are pending in the federal
Rattlesnake.
court
here
kind
of
what
the
Just
here,
thought
girls
litigation involving
chubby cheeks grow pale and thin
a Christmas those little kiddies over with sorry and hunger. Little
, millions of acres and millions of dot
Sioux Falls, S. D. "He .is perfectly
has been raided for the third tame, won't
there would have? Of course we all
hurt anybody, but don't
laughing French children who lars,
have wondered what they would do, once played all
this time by the Quevedo band. try to play with him unless you know
through, the warm, time,
after war had done its fearful work; bright days of their sunnyland; how This time only1 a few cattle were driv how," said F. H. Perry as he held a
three-foo-t
of course you have pitied the children can
rattlesnake in his bare hand
they laugh and play now when en off and a large amount of food
Jhere, whose fathers, brothers, uncles. their kind fathers and grown-u- p broth stuffs stolen. On former raids some and watched his slow movements
cousins and friends have left their ere are lying in soldiers'
head of cattle were driven from along his arm. He had captured the
graves so 20,000
the ranch. The entire tract, though snake on a rock near the penitentiary
homes for the battlefield, perhaps many miles away? Those
as it lay there in the sun. The snake
quaint lit
never to come back; of course you tie English homes, so
so large an area, is fenced
had five rattles.
pretty in the covering
Jiave thought of the difference be summer when the flowers and the
When annoyed it suddenly curled
tween your lives and the lives of creepers climb all around the windows
up and struck at a yardstick near it,
those poor little fellows over there.
and doors, so snug in winter when the BEST LAXATIVE FOR
imbedding its fangs in the soft wood,
which was immediately discolored by
Boys and girls, your fathers and wind rips and roars round the
gables
the Injection of the poison from the
mothers are at home with you, pro- - and down the old fashioned
BOWELS-"CASCARE- TS"
chimneys
fangs. A number ot rattlers had been
viding you with nice warm clothes, while the children sit around the fires
found near the old rock pile, and it
pood food and snug little btds, and roast chestnuts and listen to
was after hearing of these discoveries
ghost
send you to school dressed so nice stories till they are almost afraid to When Constipated, Headachy, Bilious, that Mr.
Perry started out to find a
and neat; your big brothers play with go upstairs to bed; can you
Breath Bad, Stomach
snake. He had not hunted long when
imagine
he came upon one lying on the stone,
you; now and again, no doubt, they what those homes will be like now
Sour
bring you something you have been when there is no father to look after
Perry picked it up by first taking
hold of the back of the neck of the
waiting for, a. doll, perhaps, for the them? Happy Austrian children, play-inGet a
box.
sister, a baseball outfit or a toy pistol,
Are you keeping your bowels, liver, reptile, preventing it from striking
and sporting in the sun in and
It may be, for the little brother. Then around the vineyards, while their and stomach clean, pure and fresh him, and then put it in a box.
In
It he let It move about
your uncles and cousins when they mothers and little brothers pick the with Cascarets, or merely forcing a whileexhibiting
he held it, and the spectators
come to your homes always remem-b- r grapes and press from them the iulce passageway every few
days with shuddered at the thought of what
to brine you eomethiner. But to make the wine; will they be happy Salts, Cathartic Pills, Castor Oil or would happen if the snake would sudwhat of the boys and girls over in' this year when their nanas and ble Purgative Waters?
denly raise itself and strike. No one
Europe?
brothers don't come back from the
Let offered to assist Perry In handling bis
Stop having a bowel wash-day- .
Is It not so different with those war? When, perhaps, the vineyards Cascarets thoroughly cleanse and reg pet
poor little European children? There have been tramped and Bpoiled by the ulate the stomach, remove the sour
Must Wed Under Eugenic Laws.
are no nice things, no pretty clothes, marching feet of armies? Merry. and fermenting food aind foul
gases,
Port Jervis, N. Y. Mrs. Fred Sleudt,
no toys for the German, Belgian, Rus-slan- , dusky little tots that ran
and jumped take the excess bile from the liver a widow, sixty-ninwho purchased the
English, French, Austrian and along the banks of the Danube river and carry out of the system all the release
from the navy of George C.
"Servian boys and girls. Perhaps even
flowing before the doors of their Ser- constipated waste matter and poisons Hauff, twenty-four- ,
so that she might
when the cruel war is over and tbe vian
homes, can you gee them now, In the bowela.
marry him, found that under the
last shot Is fired, their daddies, big siwiug Inside their
A Cascaret tonight will make you Wayne county eugenic laws she will
plainly furnished
brothers, uncles and cotoslns won't dwellings, with their
won feel great by morning. They work have to obtain a physician's certificate
mothers,
come home any more, for you know
dering if ever
they are to see while you sleep never gripe, sicken before the ceremony will be perthat not eevry man or youth who goes their dear oneg again
who bave gone away or cause any Inconvenience, and cost formed.
out to fight when the drums are beat- to the war?
only 10 cents a box from your drug
Find $40,000 In Walla of House.
ing, the bands playing and the flags
With delight I noticed In Tuesday's gist Millions of men and women
Blnghamton, N. Y. Workmen tearflying, comes back. Some of them, Optic that some good friends of the never have
Headache, Biliousness, ing down the cottage of Orrin Beck-wit- h
thousands of them In this war, will boys and girls no matter where
they Coated Tongue, Indigestion, Sour
and his wife, both of whom had
have given up their Hives on the field live, were wondering if Las
Vegas Stomach or Constipated Bowels. Cas died in apparent poverty, found $40,-00of battle. At home the mothers and would help our nation to make the carets
concealed in tbe walls in various
belong In every household.
little ones will cry together day after hearts of these, little European chil Children just love to take them. Adv. parts of the building.
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System Is Being Applied Successfully
at Several Points in Scotland
PRACTICAL
Solves Problem of Distant
ANIMALS
Control of Fog Guns.

BUY A BALE OF COTTON

CHRISTMAS

1914.

WORK OF WIRELESS BRONCOS NEAKLY

mayo.

.

8,

Yesterday afternoon during the
broncho busting feats on the ttreet
west of the armory, someone with
fund of mischief that seemed to need
rent, turned loose among the horses
ith a bottle of bisulphide of carbon,
the wonderment and distress of the
animals and the convulsive amuse
ment of the spectators. The broncs
lifted their heads in amazement and
tiieir heels In rebellion, and one, rath
er more ambitious than the others,
took off toward the lot where the car-t'al is established, dashing through
the tent nearest Douglas avenue and
scattering the dear little barking sausages and the hamburger and the buns
pj the counter and the waiter clear
from Dan to Bersheba.
In the flight of the excited animal
several baby buggies were upset and
little boy went down, seemingly be
neath the horse's hoofs, but no dam
age was done.
On Douglas avenue near the armory.
the carnival lot, and down Eleventh
street, stretched the crowd of spectators, all thoroughly enthused, to wit
ness the sports. A broncho that had
never left leather opened the festivl- ties, and performed a few stunts of an
aerial nature. It climbed the atmo
sphere, then burrowed Into the ground
after the fashion of the most approv
ed aeroplanes, and finally dashed off
across Douglas avenue, bumping a
hay rack and cutting in between it
and a bull tied to the rear, breaking
the rope and mildly startling the bo
vine prize winner. It brought Ud In
the vacant lot next the Presbyterian
church. Other trials of the same sort
followed, and the events of the afternoon concluded with several races.
The sports, the winners, and the
prizes, were as follows:
Broncho busting, won by Manuel
Hays, prize $10; second, Juan Lucero,
prize $5.
Two hundred: yard dash, won by
Demaclo Quintans, prize $5, second,
Julian Sena, prize $2.
Two hundred and fifty yard dash,
wen by C. W, Woody, prize $5; sec
ond, Juan Madrid, prize $2.
Three hundred yard dash, won by
Dnmaclo Qulntana, prize $7; second.
A. Madrid, prize $3.
During the athletic events, entrants
were busy In the armory taking down
their exhibits, and when the tables
had been emptied and torn down, many
hands went to work to clear the floor
and prepare for the hard times dance
in the evening. When evening came
the floor was in excellent condition,
and the only thing that indicated hard
times throughout the entire evening
was the name of the dance. The attendance was large, exceptionally so,
and the floor was comfortably filled
for every dance.
The list of winners in the fair Is not
yet complete, many of the contestants
having failed to claim their prizes. As
soon as the names of all the winners
are in, the list will be published in
The Optic. This probably will be in
tomorrow's paper.

SAN MIGUEL COUNTY
GETS A BIG
$2,337.40

IS ITS SHARE OF
NATIONAL
FOREST
MONEYS

whh $7,989.11, Rio Arriba being second with $5,462.42 and Grant third THICK, GLOSSY HAIR
with $4,473.93.
Eddy gets the least
with $44.71 and then comes Colfax
FREE FROM DANDRUFF
Mora
with $18.41 Chaves $142.20,
$555.34, Torrance
$687.99, Sandovt.1
$760.21, Santa Fe $863.39, Lincoln $1.- - Girla!
Try It! Your Hair Gets Saft.
128.54. Valencia $1,212.56. S'erra $1,- Fluffy and Luxuriant at
263.50, Otero $1,732.69, Taos $2,201.08,
Once
San Miguel $2,237.40, McKinley
If you care for heavy hair, that
glistens with beauty and is radiant
AN AUTO TRIP
with life; has an incomparable toft--Santa Fe, Oct. 8.
and ness and is fluffy and lustrous, try
Mrs. Arthur Seligman will leave in a Danderine.
few days on an automobile trip to SilJust one application doubles the
ver City, where Mrs. Seligman will beauty of your hair, besides it imme
attend the state convention of worn-en- s' diately dissolves every
partiol ot
clubs. Dr. James A. Rolls re- dandruff;
you cannot have nice.
turned last evening from Rochester, heavy, healthy hair if you have dandMinn., where he successfully under- ruff. This destructive scurff robs the
went a serious operation under the hair of iU lustre, its
strength and its
skillful hands of the Mayo brothers. very life, and if not overcome it produces a feverlshness and itching of
Check Kidney Trouble at Once
the Bcalp; the hair roots famish,
loosen
and die; then the hair falls out
There Is such ready action in Foley
fast
Kidney Pills, you feel their healing
If your hair has been neglected and
from the very first dose. Backache,
is thin, faded, dry, scraggy or too oily,
sore
weak,
kidneys, painful bladder
and irregular action disappear with get a 25 cent bottle of Knowltons
their use. O. Palmer, Green Bay, Danderine at any drug store or toilet
Wis., says :"My wife is rapidly re- counter; apply a little as directed and
ten minutes after you will say this
covering her health and strength, due was
the best investment you ever
to
O.
G.
solely
Foley Kidney Pills."
made.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
We sincerely believe, regardless of
Adv.
everything else advertised, that if you
desire soft, lustrous, beautiful hair
MAY OPEN LANDS
and lots of it no dandruff no itch
Santa Fe, Oct. 8. Edward Anderand no more falling hair
son and aparty of TTnlted States sur- ing scalp
you must use Knowltons Danderine,
veyors are camped in Santa Clara can-ye- If
eventually why not now? Adv.
west of Espanola surveying the
Santa Clara Indian reservation. This
gives rise to the hope among settlers
thai the Indian lands may be alloted
CURRENT MAGAZINES
and the lands not used by the Indians
thrown open to settlement.
n

W. T. Huchens, Nicholson, Ga,, had
a severe attack of rheumatism. His
feet, ankles and Joints were swollen,
and moving about was very painful,
He was certainly in a bad way when
he started to take Foley Kidney Pills.
He says, "Just a few doses made mo
feel better, and now my pains and
rheumatism are all gone and I sleep
all night long."
O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
SNYDER IS APPOINTED
Santa Fe, Oct. 8. Santa Fe rejoiced yesterday to hear of the appointment of Frederick O. Snyder to be
superintendent of the United States
Ii dian industrial school in this city.
Since the former superintendent H. S.
Coggeshall was transferred back to
the liquor suppression service of the
Indian bureau, in wMeh he had been
right hand man to "Pussyfoot" Johnson and his return from Washington,
D. C, there has been considerable
striving on the part of outsiders to
gel the appointment, which Is one of
the best in the service and paying
$2,000 a year.
Mr. Snyderwas as
sistant superintendent, and although
comparatively young, is a veteran in
the Indian service, having made good
at every post he occupies in the field.
He has taken an unusually active In
terest in civic affairs in Santa Fe and
is a trustee ot the First Presbyte
rian church.

Only Sure Com
Cure Ever Known
"Gets-It-

the New Way,

"

2 Drops Do It

To endure the pains and tortures
caused by a little thing like a corn
is ridiculous, simply because it is un
necessary. The new-placorn cure,
n

Si!

U

"GETS-IT-

for

"

Corns and You
Won't " Hll... "
When You Put on

iour Siioe.

tL
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Santa Fe, Oct. 8. Uncle Sam enriched the state treasury with
today, this sum being received
this forenoon in the shape of a treasury warrant as New .Mexico's share
of the national forest income.
The
sum of $9,890.94 went direct into the
common school fund, being derived
from timber sales on school land sections within the national forests in
New Mexico. The remaining 9
was distributed among the various counties in proportion to the
area of national forests within their
boundaries. One-haof this will go
into .the county school fund and one- half into the road fund, except in the
cases of Socorro and Grant counties,
whose good roads proportion goes into
the state road fund as per agreement
The sums derived from each na
tional foret are as follows: Gila.
$7,121.50; Datil, $5,936.84; Carson, $5,-626.90;
Pecos, $4,514.97:
Zuni. J3- 919.22; Alamo, $1,919.00; Jemez, $1,- 899.20; Lincoln, $1,326.45; Manzano,
$1,110.79;
Chlricahua. 1368.62.
The
forest Income is lncreasine riKht
3
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ajong.

'
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is tne first one ever

known to remove corns without fail,
without pain and without trouble.
This is why lj is the biggest-sellin- e
corn cure in existence today. It is
now used by millions, because it does
away with sticky tape, with piasters
and cotton rings that shift their po
sition and press down onto the corn,
with salves that "raw Up" the toe,
with "harnesses" that cause pressure
and pain, with knives, razors and
files, clawing and pulling at a com.
"GETS-IT- "
Is applied In two seconds.
Two drops applied with the
glass rod do the work. Pain goes, the
corn shrivels, vanishes. Acennt. nn
substitute. Try it on any corn, wart,
callus or bunion, tonight
"GETS-Iis sold by druggists
everywhere, 25o a bottle, or sent di
rect by E. Lawrence & Co., Chicago.
T

Adv.

Bernalillo county receives $22.71
"Gets-It- "
Is sold in Las Vegas by
from the above sum, but Socorro leads Winters
Drug Co.

Is Public

Schooling a Real Education
Ella Frances Lynch wrote a constructive series of articles for Pic-torReview criticising our publio
school methods. We quote as follows
from the $300 prize letter written in
answer to this series:
Where is the blame? Ask the first
grade teacher and she will say it is
the requirements of the second. Ask
the grammar school teacher and she
will say that it is the first, year of the
high school. Ask the high school
man and he will say the college. Ask
the collegerbut why continue? All
remind me of Thomas Nast's famous
cartoon of the Tweed ring where
every man standing in the circle hns
his right hand pointing to the next
man with the words
underneath,
"Who's to blame?"
It is easy enough to get a schooling. Just go to school; that's all.
You will find plenty of books, fine
buildings and .printed courses. But
whether these things constitute an
education or not is a difficult matter.
The education process has been turned over to the school. "Next
year I
can take Hip bridge again," says one,
"as Mary then goes to the kindergarten." "I cannot make Harry mind
me," ays another, "I don't see how,
his teacher puts, up with him." A
child may have adenoids, but it is the
school man that discovers them, not
the parent. Two hours a week of
manual training takes the place of
dally chores at home. A course of sex
hygiene is toe substitute for a few
discreet words of a thoughtful parent
A hastily swallowed doughnut followed by a cup of coffee is the breakfast
for a boy who is to have in one hour
his lesson on physiology. Parents
vote for the single session plan and
allow their children to eat a baker's
lunch. "Teachers get big pay for five
days a week, nine months In the year"
is the common remark, never thinking that the education process is continuous.
Some school men are awake to the
need for a change. More than one
would meet his professional
graveyard if he proposed the radical
changes recommended by .Mis8 Lynch.
Many are ready to press forward, but
the chairman of the school board is
an aspirant for higher honors, and bo
it goes. The school is a little factory
with many machine hands and pet
processes of special! Ies. Some measure their products in dollars and
cents. Some dote on the ratio of per
to tha
capita cost of instruction
amount of coal burned.
But the majority of people cannot
be thinking much about education or
else they would earnestly seek for
that school of tomorrow where the
teacher will be a master craftsman
an artist and not a machine hand. One
who will lake precious human clay
the child and fashion it into various
shapes rather than dump it into a
common mold between the levers of
tradition and Uniformity. One who
will think ofthe child of tomorrow-sou- nd,
accomplished and beautiful in
body; intelligent and sympathetic in
mind; reverent In spirit and produc
tively efficient.
But gradually the school will come.
But not until you and I all of us be
gin to realize that tne only purpose
of education is the development of
human wealth.
al
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Greatest Event
in Woman's Life

FOR EITHER
TEAM
BOSTON AND PHILADELPHIA ARE
'
IN WORLD'S
EXPERIENCED

All human experience looks back t
motherhood aa the wonder of wonders.
The patience, the fortitude, the sublime
SERIES
faith during the period of expectancy are
second only to the mother love bestowed
upon the most helpless but most marvel
New York, Oct. 8. While Philadel- ous creation a baby.
Women are quick, to learn from each
phia ha 8 enjoyed a big Blice of the other those helpful
agencies that aid to
to comfort, that conserve
lienors which accompany the
their nervous
and
ate
energy
yet
perfectly safe to Use
basehe a contender for the world's
and among these they recommend
ball championship, Boston has not ''Mother's Friend."
It Is entirely an external application
been wanting for a share in the glordesigned to lubricate the broad, flat
ies of the annual championship se- muscles and skin that protect the
It has been in favorable use
ries. AVhen the clubs representing abdomen.
for nearly half a century and Is known
in
meet
to
cities
the
these two
mothers In almost every settled comopening
munity In the United States who highly
game for this year's world's pennant. recommend
it. you will And It on sale
It will mark the fifth time that Phila- In drug stores. "Mother's Friend" Is
harmless, contains no 'deadening
delphia has entered such a struggle utterly
drugs and yet Its Influence in the skin
and It will be the third for Boston. and muscles beneath as also upon tho
Had the New Tork Nationals not re- network of nerves beneath tho skin Is
very beneficial,
very soothing and a
fused to play with the ;Hub"- players wonderful help. Tha muscles expand
naturally and are not subjected to unnecIn 1904, the Boston Americans would essary
surfare strain and pain.
Get a bottle ol "Mother's Friend" tohave had an additional opportunity of
at
any drug store and write to us
day
fighting for the championship. How- for our Instructive little book to mothers.

rlht

ever Boston claimed the world's honors for that year by default.
Since the American and National
league pennant winners first played
against each other in' 1903, the Athletics of Philadelphia have played four
times and won three post season series. The Boston Americans won the
two that they fought to a finish, first
heating the Pittsburg Nationals in
1903.
After waiting eight years from
the time of the disappointing refusal
of the Giants in 1904, the Red Sox had
the satisfaction of taking Manager
McGraw's men into camp, snoring
their second victory in the banner series of 1912.
Hitherto the American league was
ro'ely responsible for Boston's world's
hr.seball honors but this year the
or Braves, which they are aptafter a rush, which nston-Ifhe- d
called,
ly
all followers of the national
game are In the forefront of the battle. The flight of the Braves Is without parallel In the annals of baseball.
From last place to first was their accomplishment, and this within a period of five weeks.
The Braves were lowest of the eight
teams in the National league on July
38. On August 23 they had mounted
to first place, tied with the Giants. It
was ten days later, September 2, before the Bostons went Into the lead
with clear title for the time being,
and it was September 8 before they
finally entrenched themselves at the
top. But the historians of baseball
will mark their performance as: "Last
place to first In 36 days. A record."
Only one team within the memory
of present day "fan's" has nearly
the extent of the Braves' remarkable progress. That was the
Chicago White Sox of 1906 In their
dash through the American league
terms from seventh place to first. The
White Sox were a team of generally
s,

Address

Bradfleld
Retrulator
Lamar Bids,, Atlanta, Ua.

Co.,
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appreciated high rank, bowed low
with bad breaks during the first of
the season. The Bostons, on the other
hand, were dubbed the "lowly Braves"
with little to Indicate warrant to tetter name.
"Tinker to Evers to Chance," a byword In baseball circles for years aa
representing the speediest fielding on
the diamond In the production of double plays, has been supplanted by the
to
to
Evers
reiay "Maranville
Schmidt." The combination play of
the old Cubs' infield has at last been
bettered, largely through the assistance of one of its members, Johnny
Evers, now playing the keystone fack
for Boston. Evers and MarauviMe go
jlnto the world series with one of the
irr.'jSt remarkable fielding records in
jthe history of the game. Wlth'n ten
.days of the close of the Niticnal
league season, this pair had figured
.in nearly 100 double plays..
Evers, playing an improved game at
second base, has nevertheless been
outshone by his younger club mate.
.Maranville took part In 85 of tha dou- bie plays carried off by the Braves, a
(a world's record. With the more numerous opportunities that were developed by shortstop position, he was
responsible for the inception of 53
of these plays. This betters by a
doxen the record of 43 double plays
for several years by Fletcher of the
New York Giants. - Maranville has
been middleman in 26 of these combination plays, and at the receiving
end of six. , With fewer opportunities
Evers has taken part in 65 double
plays, has started 23, made the put-ou- t
and assist In 33 and has finished
n'ne. "Maranville to Evers to Schmidt"
in that order, has been the way of 27
double plays. Thirty-nin- e
have been
accomplished by the three.
j

i

GOAL AHD VJOOB
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR

MOEY

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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The team the Athletics will send
agi.inst the Braves will be In all probability the same nine men who
started in the 1913 series against the
New York Giants, barring accidents.
Chief Bender Is looked upon as the
sure money pitcher and there Is no
dcubt that he will be sent In with
Wally Schang on the receiving end.
The Athletics, while the players are
as a whole young in years, form a
truly veteran world's series team.
With the exception of Eddie Murphy
and Schang all the regulars In the 1914
series played against the Giants In
1M1.
Bender and Plank, along with
Harry Davis, Mack's lieutenant who
occasionally goes into a game as a
pinch hitter, played In the world's series against New York nine years ago.
Physically the world's champions
will go into the series In good condi-ti.o"Home Run" Baker, who had
hern below par during part of August
ai d September, has rested and will be
in good trim to worry the opposing
pitchers. He had been suffering from
a cold and later from a wrenched
sii'e. His hitting was affected but he
refused to lay off while the championship race was undecided.
The champions are well provided
with utility men. Walsh who played
with the New York Highlanders in
the early part of this year, and
the young college pitcher who
is being trained by Mac as en outfielder because of his clean up hitting abil
ity and speed, are fit to take any outfield position. They have Kopf, a
utility Inflelder of no mean ability.
Captain Thomas, the world's scries
veteran, can substitute
for either
Schang or Lapp behind the plate and
Harry Davis still has some ability
as a pinch hitter.
In Philadelphia fans refer affectionately to the Athletics as "the n'oat
perfect baseball machine In the
world" and an interesting fact developed In going over the records
gives
strength to this estimate. The Athletics have played In four world's series and with the exception of
and McGlnnity, no pitcher who
has ever faced them lasted the entire
contest. All have teen taken out.
Mathewson also hal been knocked
In
ota. In 1905 McGlnnity pltche
two games. He was taken out of one
and won the other. On the othet
h.rnd, no Athletic pitcher has ever
been knocked off the rubber. The
single exception, where a Philadelphia hurler was taken oat was in
ii'jl when Coombs, the "iron man"
suffered a rupturo In the middle of
th? game and left the box several
lit ings later because of his injur?.
Da-vie-

Math-ewso-

n

Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that Is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness Is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucus lining of the Eustachian Tubet, When
this tube is Inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it Is entirely closed, Deafness Is
the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube
restored to Its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Ca
tarrh, which Is nothing but an inflammed condition of the mucous sur
faces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circular free.
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c. .
Take Hall's Family Pills for

OCTOBER

NOTED ARTIST COMING
Santa Fe, Oct 8. Robert Henri,
whose painting, "La Nelge," was
bought by the French government for
the Luxembourg gallery from the salon, will arrive In Albuquerque and
Santa Fe, according to a telegram
from Director Edgar L. Hewett at
San Diego. He will be accompanied
by Mrs. Henri and will visit the Indian pueblos and cliff dwellings and
look over the ground in Santa Fe with
a view of establishing a studio here
next yean. Like Joseph H. Sharp and
E. L. Blumenschein, lUnri is a Cincinnati artist but had his art instruction in the Pennsylvania Academy of
Fine Arts, the Academic Jullen and
Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris. He
also studied In Italy and Spain. His
first wife, who died in 1905, was Miss
Linda Craige of Philadelphia. His
present wife was Miss Marjorie Organ of New York. Mr. Henri has Just
completed a commission for the ex
position at San Francisco and had a
notable art exhibit at Los Angeles,
He carried off a medal at the Inter
national exposition at Buenos Ayres
in 1910; wpn the Harris prize of $500
for the best painting at the Art Insti
tute at Chicago; the gold medal of the
Philadelphia Art club In 1909; medals
ata the Buffalo and St. Louis exposi
tions, and his canvases are found in
the principal galleries of the country
including the Carnegie institute at
Pittsburgh; the Art Institute at Chi
ca;o. Pennsylvania Academy of Fine
Arts, the Brooklyn Museum of Arts
and Sciences, the Art Institute of
Kansas City; Columbus Fine Arts Gallery, New Orleans Art association,
Dallas Art association, City of Spartansburg museum, Carolina Art association at Charleston and in many
private galleries. He is renowned
not only as a painter of exquisite por
traits but also of strong canvases of
western, Indian and cowboy life.
-

What Would You Do?
There are. many times when one
man questions another's actions and
motives. Men act differently under
different circumstances.
The question is, what would you do right now
if you had a severe cold? Could you
do better than to take Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy? It is highly recommended by people who have used it
for years and know its value. Mrs.
O. E, Sargent, Peru, Ind., says, "Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, is worth Its
weight in gold and I take pleasure in
recommending it." For sale by all
dealers. Adv
OLD CASE SETTLED
Santa Fe, Oct, 8. Federal Judge
William H. Pope disposed of the important and long pending Victoria
Mining and Smelting company bankruptcy case, Involving Important mining property in Dona Ana county. The
order overrules the exceptions by G.
A. Bennett to the report of Frank
Herron, a special master, and confirms the report, ordering Trustee
William F. Jacoby to pay the costs
except that Bennett is to pay for the
Bennett is ordered to
transcript.
make a deposit by January l or be
fore with the clerk of the court of
$3,000 and interest to pay receiver's
certificate held by the Bowman Bank
and Trust company at Las Cruces;
$200 to George A. Bennett for labor;
$250 to Wi. A. Fleming Jones as re
ceiver under the territorial courts;
$150 to Wade & Wade; $1,698.41, ex
penses, disbursements and liabilities
of the trustee; also compensation to
court offcers for costs, etc. In case
such eums are not deposited the prop
erty is to be sold to the highest bid
der within 60 days after January 1,
1915.

CAPITAL

SURPLUS

Toned Up Who4e System
"Chamberlain's Tablets have done
more for me than I ever dared hope
for," writes Mrs. Esther Mae Baker,
Spencerport, N. Y, "I used several
bottles of these tablets a few months
ago. They not only cured me of bil
ious attacks, sick headaches and that
tired out feeling, but toned up my
whole system." For sale by all deal.
ers." Adv.
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VISIT THE MUSEUM
Santa Fe, Oct. 8. Antonio G. Ro
mero, a Pueblo Indian of Taos, who
is employed! as interpreter in the federal court, was an interested visitor
to the New Mexico museum today,
viewing the relics of his ancestors. Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene A. obertelder of New
York City also registered as did E.
M. Goodnight of Thoreau; Elmer E.
Kinnett of Los Angeles ; Mr. and Mrs.
W. H. Patker and C. Newkirk of Fort
Sumner.

Stop Those Early Bronchial Cough
They hang on all winter if not
checked, and pave the way for serious
throat and lung diseased. Get a bot1 tle of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound, and take it freely. Stops
coughs and colds, heals raw Inflamed
throat, loosens the phlegm and is
mildly laxative. Best for children
and grown persons. No opiates. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store,
Adv.

i

8, 1914.

THRt
resort at which a hotel was
mcintained.
One of the most Interesting case-- i
ou trial for a long while In the district court Is on before Judge II. C
Abbott. It Is the state against Splca- novltch, the defendant, a Montene
grin, being accused of hitting John
Hunt, pit boss at the Madrid coal
mines, over the head with an Iron
There are seven Montengrin
pipe.
witnesses, all of them more than six
g
feet high and each having a
martial moustache. A Hungarian Interprets for them and a Spanish interpreter is needed to Interpret
to the Jury in Spanish. Hunt is Irish
and two of his witnesses are from
Mexico, so that it Is quite an International embrogllo. The Montenegrins
glare fiercely at the witnesses of the
prosecution and Splcanovltch seemed
to grind his teeth as Hunt went by
him to take the stand. Because of
tho sickness of District Attorney Alexander Read, Renehan and Wright have
been appointed special prosecutors
while Catron and Catron defend Splc
anovltch.
The next case to be tried will be
that of the state vs. Isabel Rael,
charged with assault with intent to
kill. The case grew out of a fracas
at Cieneguilla.
Judge M. C. Mechem arrives from
Socorro tomorrow to try a number of
civil cases which litigants are anxious
to have disposed of.
On Monday, the demurrer Interpos
ed by David Gonzales to the Indictment of perjury, will be argued.
mous

WOMEN WHO ARE
ALWAYS TIRED
May Find Help in This
Letter.
Swan Creek, Mich. " I cannot speak
too highly of your medicine.
When
.:!.'.

,.. t. ;.'.u

'.'

'

!J:!;';.

'!.

-- s

through neglect or
overwork I get run
down and my appetite is poor and I
have that weak, languid, always tired
feeling, I get a bottle of Lydia E.
's
Pink-ham-

Vegetable

Compound,

and it

builds me op, gives
me strength, and restores me to nrfwfc
health again. It is truly a great blessing to women, and I cannot speak too
highly of it I take pleasure in recommending it to others." Mrs. Annie
Cameron, R.F.D., No. 1, Swan Creek,
Michigan.

Another Sufferer Relieved.
Hebron, Me. "Before taking your
remedies I was all run down, discouraged and had female weakness. I took
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and used the Sanative Wash, and
find today that I am an entirely new
woman, ready and willing to do my
housework now, where before taking
your medicine it was a dread. I try to
impress upon the minds of all ailing
women I meet the benefits they can
derive from your medicines. "
Mrs.
Charles Rowe, R. F. D., No. 1,
Hebron,

Maine.

If you want special advice
write to
MedE.

Pinkham
Lydia
icine Co., (confidential) Lynn,
Mass. Your letter wil be opened,
read and answered by a woman
and held In strict confidence.
HEAVY FINE FOR BEING
DRUNK IN

AUTOMOBILE

DEMING MAN IS SOAKED UNDER
PROVISIONS OF THE STATE
LAWS

Santa

Fe, Oct.

8.

Sltte Antnolo Lucero

of
Secretary
today issued his

fierce-lookin-

HELPLESS AS BABY
Down in Mind

Unable to Work,

and Wlat Helped Her.
Summit Point. W. Va. Mn Ann
Belle Emey, of this place, says: "1 suffered for 15 years with an awful pain in
my right side, caused from womanly
trouble, and doctored lots for it, but without success, i suffered so very much,
that 1 became down in mind, and as helpless as a baby. 1 was in the worst kind
of shape. Was unable to do any work.
I began taking Cardul, the woman's
tonic, and got relief irom the very first
dose. By the time 1 had taken 12 bottles, my health was completely restored.
I am now 48 years years old, out feel aa
good as 1 did when only 16.
Cardul certainly saved me from losing
my mind, and I feel it my duty to speak
in its favor. I wish 1 had some power
over poor, suffering women, and could
make them know the good it would do
mem.
If you suffer from any of the ailments
peculiar to women, it will certainly be
worth your while to give Cardui a trial.
It has been helping weak women for
more than 50 years, and will help you,
too.
Try Cardul. Your druggist sells It.

f:

WrUt
Chattanooga Medfelnt Co., LtdlesT
adTisory Deri, ChaOanooga. Tnn., lor
tnttruciitni on your cas and a
book, Horn
Tramtmant lor Woman." in plain wrappw. N.0. 181
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WEDDING

RIVES-BARR-

The following account of the Rives-Earr- y
wedding, which took place in
Santa Fe yesterday, Is takne from
the Santa Fe New Mexican and will
b" of interest here because of the fact
You will like their positive action that the bride is the sister of AdjuThey have a tonic effect on the bow tant General Harry Herring, and for
els, and give a wholesome, thorough merly attended the New Mexico Nor
cleaning to the entire bowel tract. mal. University:
Stir the liver to healthy activity and
A pretty
wedding took place at the
keep stomach sweet. Constipation, Ccthedral of St. Francis in this city
headache, dull, tired feeling never af at 6:30 o'clock this morning when
fect those who use Foley Cathartic Mrs. Julia H. Rives of this city was
Tablets. Only 25c O. G. Schaefer married to John Barry, of Clovls. The
and Red CroBS Drug Store. Adv.
bride Is a sister of Adjutant General
Harry T. Herring and has lived until
SAN MIGUEL LEADS
recently In Roswell and. Clovls where
she has many friends.
Santa Fe, Oct. 8. Ten counties
Mr. Barry Is a prominent business
have thus far reported their Septemman of Clovis.
ber collections to the travel'ns audiThe weddl"sf
was perform
tor. Dona Ana county leads i?.
the Rt. Rev. Monslgnor Antonio
ly
ed
collection of 1913 taxes in September
vicar general of the Roman
with $6,392.69. Then comes San Mi- I Fourchegui,
Catholic archdiocese, who celebrated
guel with $2,730.36; Colfax, $1,901.71; the
nuptial mass.
Lincoln, $936.93; Mora, $782.78; GuadThe bride was attltred in a traveling
alupe, $678.54;
McKinley, $530.82; gown of navy blue with hat to match.
Roosevelt, $527.63; Quay, $466.81; She is an attractive brunette. C. A.
Torrance, $363.66; Taos, $132.90; So- Scheurlch of
Clovls, was the best
corro, $90.88 San Miguel leads with man and Mrs.
Scheurlch was matron
$2,333.56 pf 1912 taxeB collected. Col
of honor.
fax is second with $1,368.49; Lincoln
I
a
Following the
third with $629.52; then Dcr.a Ana, breakfast was ceremonyChe wedding 1
home of
served at
$285.28;
Torrance, $251.52; Mora General and Mrs.
Herring where the
$144.46;
Quay, $150.93;
Roosevelt, bride has been
for the past
visiting
$112.61; Guadalupe, $4189; McKinley, few
days.
66 cents. Of 1911 taxes Dona Ana col
Mr. and Mrs.
left on the D.
lected $238.62; Colfax $162.07, Quay and R. G. this Barry for a
morning
wedding
$177.72,
McKinley $6.05, Roosevelt Journey in Colorado. They will reside
$10.09, Guadalupe $38.92, Sau Miguel In Clovls.
i
;l
Mora
$46.17, Torrance $78.72 and
$8.11. Of 1910 and prior Torrance colWhy Not Publish It?
lected $258.84, San Miguel 18 87. Dona
When you want a fact to become
Ana $438.81, Colfax $290.tl, Roosevelt
generally knowrt, the right way Is to
HM MKinley $6.4-1publish It Mrs. Joseph Kalians, Peru,
Ind., was troubled with belching, sour
When your food does not digest stomach and frequent headaches. She
well and you feel "blue," tired and writes, "I feel it my
duty to tell
discouraged, you should use a little others what Chamberlain's Tablets
HERBINE at bedtime. It opens the have done for me. They have helped
bowels, purifies the system and re my digestion and regulated my bowstores a fine feeling of health and en els. Since using them I have been
ergy. Price 50c. Sold by Central
entirely well." For sale by all deal
cer-mo-

annual list of registered motor ve- -'
hides in the state of New Mexico.
The booklet contains facts about the
automobile statutes and the statutes
themselves, as well as the name of the
owner, the make and horse power of
hi? (motor
vehicle. The list Is
brought up to September 30 and enu
merates 2,945 automobiles, or one for
every 130 Inhabitants. Nearly one- third of the automobiles are Fords,
Albuquerque leads among the cities,
but Chaves among too counties for the
number of automobiles. There are
also 325 motorcycles listed.
A copy of the book is being sect
to every peace officer to aid him In
tracing down autolsts who violate the
law
Secretary of State Lucero was
especially gratified to hear today that
Justice of the Peace W. H. Newcnmb
of Silver City Is enforcing the law
strictly, having yesterday fined M. J.
Roseboro of Deming $74.75 for driving
an automobile while he was intox'cat-ed- .
Mr. Newcomb has also Imposed
fines on chauffeurs on other occasions,
but the Roseboro tine is the first reported in the state for violating the Drug Co. Adv.
statute which makes It a misdemeanor for an Intoxicated man to drive
an automobile.

.

ers

Adv.

CITROLAX

CITROLAX

CITROLAX

Best thing for constipation, sour
stomach, lazy liver and sluggish bowels. Stops a sick headache almost at
once. Gives a most thorough and sat
Isfactory flushing no pain, no nau
sea. Keeps your system cleansed,
.
sweet and wholesome. Ask for
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
Cit-rolax-

The Cherry Glow and
Warmth of Electric Light
in Winter.

BABEL BREAKS LOOSE

IN DISTRICT COURT
CASE ON TRIAL THERE UTILIZES

THREE DIFFERENT

LAN-

The advent of winter Is not far off.
ie not a bit too soon to prepare now
to enjoy the long evenings in greatest
possible comfort and cheer. You
really should have your home wired
for Electric light It is not only the
best light for reading, sewing, etc, but
the most attractive illumlnant aa well.
There are innumerable pretty decorative effects to be obtained only with
Electric light it can be blended with
any color scheme in perfect harmony.

It

GUAGES

Santa Fe, Oct. 8. In the district
court, the First National Bank of Albuquerque through O. N. Marron, trus
tee, Is suing John W. Sullivan, et al
oft a note lor $2,000. Dr. F. E.
filed suit for $500 against R.
Klnsell to recover $500 for profession
al services for attending a haby child
of Kinsell's. The Santa Fe Realty
company filed! suit against Julian ?p.- dilla, et al., to quiet title for a piece
of land in Santa Fe. L.
Prince
brought suit for the Santa Fe Realty
against Antonio uaca y
Martinez, to quiet title to the famous
Aztec Springs, a short distance above
the big reservoir of the Santa Fe Water company. When Santa Fe was a
military post, the springs were a fa
Car-mod- y

i
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j

.

THE L4S VEGAS LIGHT AND
POWER COMPANY

'

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY,

IDE DAILY OPTIC
ESTABLISHED
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weh post ourselves on who is leading
in the championship race. You have
no idea who will pitch the opening
game for Boston, have you?"
Thousands of people, right here In
Las Vegas, will be glad to see base-ta.- 'i

cocupjing as prominent
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THE WORLD'S SERIES

Tomorrow afternoon, in a big eastern cltq, will begin a tremendous athletic event which will rival in interest
the big battle now in progress In

Europe. Even the war fans who dally
come to The Optio office to find out
liov far the Berlin dispatches assert
the Germans have adcanced, and how
Tar the Paris statements declare they
Jinve retreated, have begun Inquiring
If this paper is to have a full report
f the world's championship baseball
scries.
"While we're down here reading np
on the war," they say, "we might as

phsoneks

U. S. LACKS

TREATED
RULES

ADOPTED

BY

CIVILIZED

COUNTRIES MAKE HARDSHIP
IMPOSSIBLE
Oct. 8. Great interest at
taches to the list of the many thou
sands of soldiers ta.en prisoners on
ail sides of the great European war,
and there has been. much speculation
as to the hardships these captives must
undergo before the end of the con
flict. As a matter or fact, however,
the lot of the war prisoner is not neeetsarily wretched or of unmitigated
hardship, for the rules governing the
treatment of prisoners of war are clear
and explicit, as defined in interna
tional agreements embodied in The
Hasue conventions, the Geneva convention and the Declaration of Lon
London,

don.

If these provisions are lived up to
the fate of the prisoners of war will
be far less disagreeable than is
believed.
There have been many reports emanating from each side of the present
war, in which first one party and then
the other has been charged with treating the laws of civilized warfare as
merely paper promises to be disregarded in actual practice. There
h:ive been, however, no authentic re
of prisoners of
ports of
war by any of the armies engaged in
the present war.
The nation which captures its en
emy's soldiers and holds them as pris
oners is made entirely responsible for
whatever happens to them, and shoulders a responsibility commensurate
with the number of prisoners it takes.
The prisoners, on the other hand, are
by international law obliged to be as
frank with their captors as the captors are with them. In return for
humane treatment a prisoner must,
when questioned by his captors, give
his true name and the rank he holds
in the army in which he served.
Contrary to general belief, he Is not
stripped of everything and thrown In
to a dungeon to be starved on stale
bread and water, but can lawfully be
deprived of nothing except weapons,
herpes and military papers. Furthermore, the prisoner of war must have
complete religious liberty, in the exercise of which he may pray as much
or as devoutly as he wishes for the
victory of his country and his own
speedy deliverance irom captivity.
The prisoner of war may be Intern
ed in a town or a fort, or even in
a camp, according to the convenience
of his captors; but he may be confined ouly, according to the law, "as an
indispensable measure of safety," and
then only so long as the circumstances make necessary. To, be sure, In
tr.Is respect the commanding officer
of the victorious forces has wide dis
cretion In JnferpVeting just wU
measures are indispensable. At other
times, when the prisoner is unconfln-ed- .
he is subject to all the rules and
regulations of the government and army capturing him, and if he refuses
to obey these rules and acts in an insubordinate manner toward the
officer over him he Is liable
to punishment, again left
largely to
the discretion of the officer in quescom-mrnl- y

g

tion

If a prisoner attempts to escape and
i? captured by his
guards before he
caa do so, he Is liable to severe punishment. On the other hand, if he
eludes his captors and rejoins his army and if that army is again unfortunate and he is captured a second
time, his prior escape shall not be
counted against him and must go unpunished. He is thereafter treated
once more merely as an
ordinary prisoner of war.
The government that holds a soldier
prisoner of ,war is chargeable with
his; maintenance and must provide
hiia with, ood and clothing' and shel
ter as good as that. 'provided for its
own troops. The officers of the cap
tors are required to keep records of
all prisoners under their charge, and
if relief societies wish to minister to
their needs or comforts the officers
in command must afford them every
facility to do so. If the prisoner's
friends or relatives send presents and
clothing, medicine or the like, to him
such goods must he admitted to them
free of any war duty, and the rail-rorowned by the captor govern
ment are obliged to carry such sup-nlifree of charge.
"War prisoners may he put to work
by the government that captures them.
and their duties should he assigned
sceording to their aptitude, fttneBs and
rank. Frequently they are Bet to
werk in the fields gathering In the
harvest neglected by Its own farmer
oldiers. or working in the mines. The
tatiks may.aaoWte unduly $eyera, so
es

vm tay tW er tus-- M
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have no bearing whatever on the operations of the war. The prisoners
must be paid for the work they do
at a rate equal to that being paid to
soldier of the national army.

a place

read of a determined combat which
is settled decisively within the space
m. M. PADQETT.....-.-Edito- r.
of not more than two hours and wlth-m- r
the outpouring of blood, Snodgrasg
of New York not being In the lineup
and thus unable to spike Homerun
Fifiker, the able and efficient Philadelphia third baseman.
Entered at the poetofflce at Bast
As long as England, Russia, Gera
tor
Mexico
UU Vejaa, New
and Austria maintain high priced
many
through the United State sovereigns at salaries little above
matter.
lla aa second class
trse of Mathewson, Cobb, Lajoie a'.d
other baseball stars, the said soverTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
eigns being, in some Instances, little
than bench warmers, why not
Dally, by Carrier
06
to have international disputes
range
jni
Copy
1 settled as
Oae Week
j
peaceably as the world's
s cr.i 'no
"tlnl.-u- "
n .iYi nnfio
Anil
Ore Month
to make good. .
One Year
What a crowd would be drawn out
Dally, by Mall
$6.00 to witness the contest for supremacy
Db Tear (In advance)
8.00 between the Frangrusland
aggregafix Months (In advance)
7.00 tion, with Nicholas In the box, George
One Year (In arrears)
3.50 lebind the bat and Poincare warming
Blx Months (In arrears)
up, and Geraumany with the veteran
Francis pitching and Wilhelm wearing
8TOCK
WEEKLY OPTIC AND
the mask! The gate receipts would
-' GROWER
mere than pay the expenses, and no- 2.00
gtsa Yecr
1.00 tcdy would get hurt unless the inter
Six Month
national police were unable to preserve order in the grandstand and
(Cash In Advance for Mall
bhachers.
Subscriptions.)
o
ftemlt by check, draft or money
HALE STATUE AT YALE
rder. If sent otherwise we will not
New Haven, Conm, Oct. 8. The
e responsible for loss.
statue of Nathan Hale, designed by
Specimen copies free on application. Bela Pratt, is now in its place near
the east Bide of Connecticut hall, the
AT
DISCONTINUED
only building of Hale's time now re
PAPERS
ALL
EXPIRATION OF TIME
maining on the Yale campus. The
bronze figure, which is but a few
PAID FOR
inches above life size, represents a
youthful and even boyish figure, since
the
Advertisers are guaranteed
Hale, although he was a captain in
sartest dally and weekly circulation the army of the United States, had
f any newspaper In northern New not
birthlong passed his twenty-firs- t
day when he met his fate. His last
words: "I only regret that I have but
one life to lose for my country," form
TELEPHONES
Office ... .... ...Main I a circular band of lettering cast in the
Main 2 bronze Just below the feet of the figNtwa Department
ure. The simple pedestal, which
stands but three feet above the turf,
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1914.
is of hammered granite chosen on account of its harmony with the oVI
masonry of Connecticut hall just
DISARMAMENT
it.
3 ot-'- .i
J
all
believed
be
prayer
may
'd last Sunday for peace In Europe
SHORTAGE OF OFFICERS
?
:.uded or Implied the proviso that
St. Paul, Minn., Oct. 8 The shortthe
From
be
o peace
permanent.
officers was pointed out
age of
.mdpolnt of ultimate outcome, any as the parole
defect in the parole
greatest
futile
ther sort of peace would b9
system
by the commitltee on probawanta
world
the
foolish.
What
and
tion and parole which presented its
la not merely a cessation of legalised
report to the concluding session of
moratorium
for
a
murder
and
rapine
the merlcan Prison association's an
warbut an ending of it forever-- .
nua;! convention today.
The 1915 concloud3
the
of
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dark
Through
In Oakland, Cal.
will
vention
held
be
Ir(sent struggle there rifts one bright
lay of hope. If a conclusion of
can be followed by universal
disarmament, this wickedest, bloodiest, saddest conflict In all history
will not have been fought In vain.
But war Is a boll that cannot be cured
tiy lotions or by operations that fall
to get at the core of the trouble. Rivai
r'l1IJ'Pl!l!!'l' !
lry In armament ana the manufacture
at
the
warfare
are
of
Implements of
the bottom of It all. Indemnities and
concessions may temporarily alleviate;
disarmament alone can cure.
This great war is costing around
0,000,000 a day. In six months it
First in Quality
(
t will. have reached nme billion dollars.
first in Result
First in Parity
How necessary It will be for evefy
First in Economy
physically able individual left In the
and for these reasons
nations Involved to return immediate
Calumet Baking
ly to peaceful pursuits to help make
Powder is first in the
fcf ck this vast sum when peace comes
hearts of the millions
un
They must be free to
cf housewives who
the
restricted
helpful struggle; for
use it and know it.
i
commercial supremacy. They must not
RECEIVE!) HIGHEST AWARDS
V.rlVi Pnra Feed httutin,
le hampered and handicapped by fur
Ctittfn, Iilinoto.
ther demands of militarism. And the
f: rii LffwUiea, Fnsco, March,
tale of scrapped navies and military
firmament would help materially in
the return to financial health.
... A
Peace Is not In sight, nevertheless
VDg.F
this may he the psychological moment
for America to raise the cry for
; When actually sippln.? the
JCT
hVXZ by TtfE
ft
flitter dregs of defeat or quaffing tha
a1
vine of victory, the Involved nations
may not be In a receptive mood. Now,
while the awfulness of It all Is clearly
appreciated, but when victory 1j still
In the balance and defeat for either IHTr
fide still a possiblity, they should be.
'
Ar.O peace without disarmament
le evanescent and unprofitable. -
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'as to border cruelty, and they may

NOT BADLY

on the front pages of the newspapers
as the war. It will be refreshing Jo.
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TIN

DEPOSITS

Washington, Oct. 8. Tin Is one of
the few metals that are abundant in
some other parts of the world but
not abundant in the United States,
according to the United States geo
logical survey. An, equivalent of only
S4 short tons of tin ore, valued at
$36,970, was produced In the United
Statoa during 1913. The largest quan
tity of tin was taken out on Buck
creek, Alaska. The Federated Malay
States (referred to as the Straits, or
Straits Settlements) produce by far
the greatest quantity of tin, and nearly all of It comes from alluvial de
posits, only a little being obtained
from veins. During 1913 the ship
ments amounted to 56,142 short tons
against 51,231 tons In 19ia. The Fed
erated Malay States produce much
more tin than any other country, and
the output is practically all from
placers. Dredging is now an import
ant and growing mode of tin mining.
The English output from Cornwall is
estimated at 5,000 long tons (5.G00
short tons). The Chinese shipments
from Hong Kong were reported as
4,335 short tons, while Nigeria is cred
lted with a production of 3,577 tons,
and south Africa with an equivalent
of 2.070 tons of metallic tin. The
Bolivian ore, which It Is now proposed
to smelt in the United States to sup
ply the war shortage, is all derived
from veins, and that country is by
far the largest producer of lode tin.
The value of tin imports for 1913
amounted to $47,295,000.
The inv
Xrta of tin for consumption were the
third largest on record and amounted
to about 40.8 per cent of the world's
production.
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Expert
Repairing

(Continued from Page One)
Belgian

Capital Moved
Oct 8 An official

Washington,
cablegram, to the Belgian legation
here today announced that the Belgian government had been removed
from Antwerp to Ostend.
Jlavith, the Belgian minister, in ann
nouncing the withdrawal of the
capital to Ostend, declared that
the act had no political signficance
ana that no matter if all of Belgium
fell into the hands of the Germans,
Belgium would make no terms with
the enemy before similar steps were
taken by the allies. '
It was stated by officials that it was
possible that In case of German advances on Ostend the Belgian government might retire to England. It was
pointed out, however, that the English
fleet was capable of offering assistance in protecting the seacoast town,
and that Belgium probably would make
every attempt to keep her government
on native soli.
Bel-g'a-

Germans Take Prisoners
London, Oct. 8. A Berlin dispatch
to the Reuter Telegram company contains an official statement given out
at general headquarters In Berlin on
the evening of October 7. It follows:
"The engagements on the right wing
In France have not led to any decision.
The attacks of the French in the Ar-gonnes and from the northeast front
of Verdun have been repulsed.
"Off Antwerp the attack has crossed
a section of the River Nethe.
"The attacks of the Russians on the
government of Suwaiki have been re
pulsed, the Russians losing 2,700 prisoners and nine macnfne guns, in PoMANY HUNTERS COMINGS
land, in minor successful engagements
Santa Fe, Oct. 8. Deputy Game west,.! of
Ivangorod, we captured
Warden Camilo Padilla Is rushed with
.
prisoners."
applications for hunting licenses, especially from the counties of Dona
France Denies Danger
Ana, Grant, Sierra and Lincoln. An- diew Kelly of Sierra county was in
Paris, Oct. 8. The following official
such a hurry today that he telegraph announcement was made in Paris this
ed for several license blank books. A afternoon:
man deputized at El Paso by Deputy
"First, On our left wing, in tfie re
Edward Ehle of Las Cruees, Is doing gion of the department of Nord, the
a land office business selling
i
enemy has made progress at no point.
dence licenses. H. A. Newton of At certain points he has moved back,
Denver, where he is a manufacturing particularly to the north cf Arras,
jeweler, writes that he is coming with where the fighting is developing unthree friends In an automobile to hunt der conditions favorable to us. The
big game in New Mexico and asks operations of the opposing forces of
which is the best'lame country in cavalry are developfng at the present
northern New Mexico. He was told time almost as far as the'seacoast on
f
the Pecos national forest. Another the north.
'Between the Somme and the Oise,
correspondent writes that he wants to
teach the New Mexico game depart in the vicinity of Roye, the enemy is
ment how to raise bullfrogs for mar- still in force but we have
the
ket. H. P. Saunders the banker, major part of the positions we were
writes from Roswell that a game pro- obliged to give up.
' To the north of the Aisne, the nu
tection club Is being organized there.
Game and Fish Warden Trinidad C. merical strength of the German
do Baca writes from Mora that he is troops seems to have dimlnshed. On;
the center division, between Rheims
Irdlsposed.
and the Meuse, there Is nothing to reM. E. PREACHERS CONFER
port. On the heights of the Meuse
New York, Oct 8. The annual con between Verdun and St. Mihiel. the
ference of the National Association of enemy has drawn back to the north
Local Preachers of the Methodist of Hattonchatel. He still holds St.
Episcopal church began at the John Mihiel, and some positions to the north
Street M. K. church in this city today of St. Mihiel, on the right bank of
and will continue over Sunday. The the Meuse.
president of the association and the "In the Woevre district the violent
presiding officer of the conference is attacks delivered hy the enen to the
Rev. John H. Crankshaw of Norris-town- . west of Apremont have failed.
In connection with the "On our right ving, Lorraine and
Pa.
conference the
annivers- the Vosges, there has been no change.
ary of the association will be cele Tn Russia, along the line of east Prussia, the Russian offensive continues.
brated.
Very spirited fighting is taking place
on the frontier to the west of SuVON MOLTKE RETAINED
V
8
Oct.
Rome,
(Via Paris). Inquiries waiki."
made in German military circles with
Battalion Annihilated
regards to reports that von Moltkief
had been removed aa chief of the
London, Oct. 8. A Rome dispatch to
general staff of the German tfrmy, the Exchange Telegraph company
brings forth the statement that they states that a message from Budapest
are incorrect The erroneous report, announces the almost complete anniit was declared, was caused by the hilation of an Austrian battalion of
change of officers made in the Ger- Czechs, in a fierce encounter with the
man quarter master general's depart- Ri'Bsians during the latter's advance
ment. General von Moltke retains his on Marmaro Sziget Every soldier.
In the battalion was either iklled or
post.
'If'3' ,v
wcunded. 'it is. said.
'' Bulgarians Attack Servians
The Central News quotes the Vienna Reichspost as stating that furious
fighting has taken place between the
Bulgarians and Servians and that the
Bulgarians have besieged Islisip, Ser-vlA
If this is true, it would Indicate
that Bulgaria has entered the war on
the side of Germany and Austria.
There Is no official notice that such
action, however, has been taken, and
it may be that Bulgarian regulars have
attacked the Servians on their own
(Continued From Page One.)

Your watch is a delicate piece
of Machinery and should be entrust- ed only in the hcvnds of an expert

'

mechvnic.

Our connection with the Railway time service requires us at aJl

times to have efficient workmen.

Send us your watch, optical and
tewelry repairing and we will give
you satisfaction.
;

Robert J. Taupert
Jeweler and Optician

4.T. & S.F. Watch Inspector
II

Don't Fail to Hear
FElAlGiS 0.
Progressive Candidate

for Congress on the Live Issues
cf the New Mexico Ca.mpa.ign

-

CITY HALL

TONIGHT

ADMISSION FREE

non-res-

en

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Oct. 8. Wheat prices show
ed a little strength today In response

to higher cables, but the effect failed
to
to last After opening
vents
up, the market receded to slightly below last night's level then made a
moderate rally. The close was steady
at. 1
to 2 cents net advance.
Corn eased off as a result of the
bearish showing of the government
ci op report. The opening, which was
cent higher, was folunchanged to
low ed by a gradual decline. The close

IS

SOLDIER

MAN OF

a.

NERVE

pccounL

"There is great indignation against
the German captain who is charged
with having ordered the burning of
Louvaln, and who was captured at the
battle of Aerschot In private life the
man is a lawyer and his only defense,
it is said, is that he received orders
d
ficm his superiors. He will he
next week and the expectation here is that he will he condemned tO die."
court-martiale-

;

iTr!'

Austrian Force Surprised
Venice, Oct. 7 (via Paris, Oct. 8).
Reports from Budapest show that the
Russians completely surprised a small
tcdy of frontier guards armed with
antiquated rifles who were holding
Usok Pass. The Russians suddenly
emerged from hidden paths. The Aus- (Continued on Page Eight)

May 1.15..
May
May
Pork, Jan. $18.95.
Lard, Oct. $9.72; Jan. $9.90.

..Wheat, Dec.
o.Corn, Dec.
Oats, Dec.

1.09;

70.
51.

67;
48;
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SHOE

FOR

:

D-AYS-

"

a

yy

AT

fifty-seven-

BELGIAN

to 1 Va
cent advance
over last night.
Falling off in shipping demand
weakened oats. Prices changes were
small.
,
Provisions felt the Influence of lower quotations for hogs. Trade was
scatfring. The closing quotations
for the day were as follows:
was steady

BACHARACH'S

EVERY SHOE IN
THE HOUSE ON SALE
Thursday, Friday and Saturday

Oct. 8, 9, 10
15 PER CENT

OFF ALL; CHILDREN'S SDOES

Lot No,

Lot No.

1

$3.50 and $4.00

$2.50 and $3.00

SHOES

SHOES

FOR WOMEN

FOR WOMEN

All Sizes

All Sizes

(All Leathers)

(Good Values)

PER PAIR

,

'

PER PAIR

$2.98
"The

2

$2.10

Store or Quality"
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LAS VEGAS

PERSONALS
O.

G.Jones

of Denver Is among yes-

terday's arrivals.
L. A. Nohn of La Cueva Is here on
a brief business visit.
0. W. Kremer of Denver Is In tiie
city for a brief stay.
I C. Miller of Denver Is stopphi;;
at one of the local hotels.
S. P. Allen of Chicago Is registered
at one of the local hotels.
Urs. Erie Choate of Watrous Is stopping at one of the city's hotels.
Eugene A. Oberfelder of New York
Is In the city for a brief stay.
Paul McCormick of Chaperlto, N. M ,
is in Las Vegas for a short time.
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Boat of Dermott,
Ark., are among the recent arrivals.
William A. Lamb, a business man
of Denver is in the city for a short
time.
C. B. Kehrman of St. Louis Is making a few business calls in Las Vegas
today.
Mrs. David Suller left for the east
last
night on train No. 2. Mrs. Sulier
'
will be away from Las Vegas for several weeks,
1. L. Bacharach
left yesterday for
a business trip through the state that
probably will keep him on the road
for two weeks.
Marshall Provlne, who recently came
to Las Vegas, has secured a position
at
In the county assessor's "office
went
where
today."
he
J'ora,
D. K. Cumbie of Artesla, N. VT., is
registered at one of the local hotels
and will be here for some time, assisting In the revival meetings at the
First Baptist cbjirch.
Franklin Landis, a realty operator
of Chicago, is In Las Vegas. It u.ifl
Mr. Landis who closed the deal for
the exchange of the Hand properties
for the apartment house In Chicago,
then owned by E. F. Shellabarger.
Assistant District Attorney Chester
A. Hunker, Mrs. Hunker and their
two children will leave on train No. 2
thir evening for St. Louis, on a vacation trip. Mr. Hunker will remain in
tho east about ten days, but Mrs.
Hunker and the children will make a
more extended visit.
Robert J. Taupert and George H.
Hunker, members of the San Miguel
county highway commission, wentjo
Santa Fe yesterday with State Engineer French; the trip was made in an
automobile and was for the purpose of
a
Investigating the condition of the
and
Messers.
Taupert
highway.
Hunker returned home today.
A. G. Goerllch, who has charge of
El Porvenlr, the mountain resort, was
in
Vegas yesterday. He says the
mountains are beautiful and that many
people are missing the most dellght-1- u
outing timeof the year by not
raaklng excursions to the mountains
on Sundays. The trees have changed
color on account of the frost, making
the landscape beautiful.
Glo-rkt-

s

Mrs. C. W. Wesner left last night
for New York city on a visit.
Colonet Ralph E. Twttchell left last
to be gone
night for
several weeks.
H. G.. Moore, day yard master for
the Santa F railway, left toda7 ,or
Albuouerauefor a short stay. .
Miss Alice Hope, who has
spending the past six weeks with her
sister, Mrs. Bt E. Buch, left last nlsbt
for her home in Jefferson City, Mo.
Mark Nelson, who has been on a
vacation for about a month, returned
to his work in the Santa Fe yards today.
Mrs. K. Salas of Phoenix, Ariz., who
has been visiting In Las Vejas for
some time, and Miss Lena Martinez
left today for Denver, where they will
make their home.
W. H. Winn and family, who have
been on a vacation trip in Texas for
several weeks, will return to Las
Vegas October 15, according to word
that reached here today.
Thomas JECairfk Jnjamln Fulgenzi
and Guillerimo Garcia left on train
No. 1 today for Albuquerque, where
they wiI take In the state fair. Returning the party will stop over at
Sajnta Fe.

OND EXAMINATION

The ybettet babies" contest, which
everyone unites in calling the great
euccess"
SMI Miguel
county
esterda y afternoon,
fair rcTtfseff-tate- ry
74 babies paving been Examined out
of 19 entrants. It will be several
days before fhe final results can be
made known, as there were several
tied scores, fn which cases there will
The
have to be'
scores as they now stand are:
Class A (babies from one to two
years old) Male: Robert S. Allen,
97.5 per cent. Female: Josephine Bt
Baca and Minnie Dick tied at the
.;
score of 97 per cent.
Class B (children from two to three
years old) Male: Roy C. Engels, Jr.,
96 per cent. Female: Barbara Clark
and Mildred Mertsching tied at the
score of 97.5 'per cent.
Class C (children from three to four
years old) Male: Winfleld S. Prentice, 97.5 per cent. Female: Adele
96 per cent.
In addition to the regular prizes
there are two medals offered by the
Better Babies bureau of the Woman's
Home Companion for the highest
score In the entire contest, one for
the boys and another for the girls.
Four of the little ones made a score
of 97.5, all of whom will have to be
The four are Robert S.
S. Prentice, Barabara
Winfield
Allen,
Clark and Mildred Mertsching. The

ordered now.
We have a complete line of for--

1 dsn and domestic suitings,

'

prising all the latest weaves, and
at right prices.
Pressing, cleaning and repairing
receive special care.

CHAS. LEWIS
TAILOR

I
3SEEZ57

Furni-

ture and Undertaking company. In
the case where tho girls tied for first
place in classej A and B there will
The
also have to bs a
dates will bo publishel when fixed
by the physicians.
The committee which has made
such a splendid success of the contest expresses the highest gratitude
to the doctor and the nurses who have
given their time to the contest, and
also to M. F. Zummach, D. W. Condon,
Ludwig W. Ilfeld r.nd J. L. Tooker.

tug.- -

Las Vegas was chosen as the place
for holding the society's thirty-fourth

annual meeting next year.

COLUMBUS DAY
Santa Fe, Oct. 8. Columbus

You Will Find

OF BELGIUM

INVASION BY THE GERMANS HAS
CAUSED UNTOLD MISERY
AND LOSS

RYSTAL BUTTER

Oct. 8. The Hague corre
of
the Express says south
spondent
Holland Is ewamped with refugees
from Antwerp and describes terrible
scenes of desoluation and despair
among thousands of Belgians on the
road between Essichen and Rosen- daal.
At the Rosendaal station, the correspondent eays, hundreds sit weeping, having lost practically everything,
and many, mad with grief arid anxiety, have Increased the duties of the
authorities, who are doing all they
can to alleviate their sufferings.
Thousands are housed at Rosen-daa- l,
while at Breda and smaller cities
other thousp.nds are being cared for.
London,

the best in all

SEASONS
sion will begin here October 1 1 before
Commissioner Clement3.
Commissioner Clements will hold
publlo hearings In connection with the
Inquiry already Instituted, In conformity with a resolution adopted by the
senate. On thg floor of the senate it
v.as declared that the Rock Island
had been exploited, to the great ben-- i
efit of a small coterie of financiers,
and that the stockholders bad suf

' CLOTHES
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Overcoats

Ordered American Killed i, ;
New Orleans, Oct. 8. General Perez
Castro, since reported captured by
Carranza troops and shot, ordered the
execution of Weston Burwell, an American, last April, according to statement made last night by Quirlol Y.
Gomez, one-o- f the six Huerta generals 3
who fled here from Vera Cruz on the
announcement that the Americans inj
tended to evacuate that port.
3
"Zaragoza told ia?jr atd General
Gomez, "that General Jerez Castro ordered Burwell's execution because ho
fcund proof that Burwell was trying to
buy mules to .take te Tuxpam and
Tamploo for the American artillery.
We thought then that the Americans
had started a general invasion of Mexico. Young Burwell, with a Mexican
companion, was captured near
about 40 miles south of Tam-plcon April 22, the day after the
Americans had captured Vera Cruz.
Burwell and his companion were taken
to, Ozualuama and alter to Tantoyuca,
where General Perez Castro had his
headquarters. It Is claimed that the
ycnig American was tortured for several days and then executed."
'
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containing all the nutriment of wheat and barley. Including the precious phosphates so essential
to perfect bodies and active brains, provides a food at once delicious, nourishing and economical.
A morning dish with cream furnishes POWER for accomplishment that many a maa has come to
V !j.
,vr
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Te eat right often means to BE right.

"There's a Reason"
Grocers everywhere s.ell

Read The Optic Want Ads.
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are not Advertising for
Pleasure.

that unless we tell
the people that we have
better values and a larger
assortment of u mens Fall and
Yi titer Suits and Overcoats that

:;.-,.-

Ozua-luam-

fered enormous lcses as the result.
Officials cf 1'se commission having
knowledge of the preliminary steps
believe that the investigation
may
rival in importance that made Into
the affairs of the New Haven system.
Chief Counsel Joseph W. Folk will
represent the commission at the

i

The Carranza officials are so con
cerned with the Villa revolt that they
have not had time to press for the
withdrawal of General Funston. The
American government has made It
pliln that It will not turn over the
money collected in Vera Cruz since
the occupation until acts of the American provisional government are le
galized and assurances given that the
taxes and duties will not be collected
again.
Should the Mexicans refuse to legalize these collections they will be returned to the consignee who paid
them.-!-'-

J

Fall Suits

V

October 12, which has been made a
(Continued from rage One
holiday In this state by statute, will
be quietly observed in Santa Fe. No
considered, and the withdrawal of the
put lie celebration of the day has been .American
garrison at Vera Cruz will
arranged thus far.
be further postponed until it is point
ed out that to turn the municipal gov
Subscribe for The Optic.
ernment of Vera Cruz to either faction
at this time will not lead to embar
rassing complications. No Immediate
action in regard to Vera Cruz" is

dr
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HOLD

INDI ANS

Ilk a'batterjj, nhust be supplied with certain elements to generate thought property.,
'Tliese brain elements T"e watery' albumen and phosphate of potash. If rany of these, are,, lacking In
--the
ferala and- - body-- energy are vitally lessened.
r.. Are any; lacking? Listen! Water and albumen are plentifully supplied in ordinary food, but phosphate of potash together- with other mineral elements is almost wholly lacking in white bread and

mm

LAYS

DESOLATION

CONTROL OF

;?;tThe-brai-

sense goes a long way toward success.

$125,000.00

MAYTORENA LOST

does your brain generate?

Common

& Trust Company
Peoples Bank
Capital and Surplus

:

the mind that decide for success or failure.

all, white flour products.

Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 8. Dr. W.
was elected
of Roswell
picsident of the New Mexico Medical
scciety yesterday at the close of the
thirty-thir- d
convention of the society.
held in the Commercial club. Other
officers were elected as follows:
first vice president Dr. Evelyn F.
Frisbie of Albuquerque.
Second vice president Dr. C. S.
I.osey, of Las Vegas.
Third vice president Dr. Charles
A. Frank of Albuquerque.
Secretary Dr. R. R. McBride of
Las Cruces,
Treasurer Dr. Frank E. Tull of Al
buquerque.
Council Dr. Leroy S. Peters, Albu
querque; Dr. S. G. Von Almen, Clovls;
Dr. W. E. Kaser, Las Vegas.
relegate to the American Medical
society convention Dr. W. R. Tipton
of Las Vegas.
Alternate Dr. S. D. Swope cf Den- -

What Would You Do7
There are. many times when one
man questions another's actions and
motives. Men act differently under
different circumstances.
The question is, what would you do right now
If you had a severe cold? Could you
do
better than to take Chamberlain's WILL INVESTIGATE
MONTENEGRINS ADVANCE
Cough
Remedy? It is highly recom
Paris, Oct. 8. A Havas agency dis- mended
by people who have used it
patch from Cettinje says Bontenegrin for
and know its value. Mrs.
years
THE ROCK ISLAND
detachments operating In Herzegovl- O.
E. Sargent, Peru, Ind., says, "Chamoccuand
nia Incurred heavy losses
berlain's Cough Remedy Is worth Its
pied an Important strategic position
weight in gold and I. take pleasure in FINANCIAL OPERATIONS OF THE
near Gatheko.
It." For sale by all
ROAD SAID TO HAVE BEEN
Arter hard fighting: the Montene- recommending
Adv
dealers.
and
CROOKED
Stehen,
Ablak,
occupied
grins
Klipjutch, taking a large number of
prisoners and much ammunition. The
Washington, Oct. 8. Investigation
Montenegrin offenswe operations toof the financial operations of the Chiward Sarajevo are developing
cago, Rock Island & Pacific railroad
by the interstate commerce commis- Austrian
an
stated
that
The dispatch
aeroplane, while seeking to observe
the French batteries, was hit with
shells and fell Into the ea.

The question is, what kind of sparks

aily-foo-

--

T. Joiner

com

Thoughts are Sparks
flashes of

To consider in Selecting Your Bank.
First: Will my money be safe?
Second: Can 1 get it when I want it?
Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give me financial aid
when I need it?
With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank offers safety
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.

ROS-WEL-

winner of this prize also will receive

DE-

Three Points

THE NEW MEXICO ASSOCIATION
ELECTS DR. JOINER OF
PRESIDENT

For Fall and Winter should be

FOR HIGH SCORE a baby buggy from the Page
RESULT OF CONTEST WILL
PEND ON RESULT OF SEC-

GETS

MEETING OF
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m
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FOUR BABIES TIED
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found elsewhere, we
would not be doing justice to
the public nor to ourselves.
be 'pleased to see the
You will and
overcoats we are
in
worsted
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es in the latest English designs.
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Ranging in Price:. $12.50, S15.00
and $27.50

$18 50, $22.50, $25.00

Suits
guaranteed extra
One Lot of

heavy, all wool

$o.o5

Cuito prsscocJ for one oar Free of Cisro.
We are making startling reductions in underwear. We have a splendid assortment to choose
from. Be;sure and examine, our stock and get
our prices while .the sale lasts,
1

TOO LATE Tfr CLASSIFY
Grape-Nu-

t.

FOR SALE Two good Jersey cowa,
910 Fifth street.

TAIGHERT'S GLOTijiNG STOFIE
Correct Garmantm for Elan

"

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY.
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FOR CONVENTION

of the
Republican headquarters
county of San Miguel, Las Vegas, N.
M... October 3, 1914.
A convention of the republicans of
the county of San Miguel and Btate
of New Mexico Is hereby called for
the 19th day of October, 1914, at 10
o'clock In the morning In the County
Court House In Las Vegas, New Mex
ico, for the purpose of nominating
three representatives to the State
Legislature for the Sixth Representa
tive District, said district embracing
the County of San Miguel. The Pre
cinct No. 29 Is entitled to eleven del
egates. Proxies will not be recognized
unless held by residents of the same
precinct from which the delegates
have been chosen.
The various precincts are hereby
ordered to elect members of the Cen
tral Committee of the precinct and to
report their names to William J.
Mills, Chairman of the Republican
Central Committee of the County of
San Miguel.
The various precincts may hold
their primaries as soon as they desire
but not later than the loth day of
October, 1914. The secretaries of the
various primaries are hereby asked to
notify the chairman of the Republi
can Central Committee of the County
of the date of their meeting and the
names of the delegates chosen Immediately upon the holding of their primaries
WILLIAM J. MILLS, Chairman.
U C. ILFELD, Secretary."
NOTICE

OP

OCTOBER

BY PUBLICATION

In the District Court, Fourth Judicial District, State if New Mexico,
...
County of San Miguel.
Plaintiff
Miguel Chavez
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LOBBY

AND CAFI

RESTAURANT

DINNERS
ALWAYS HANDLM

AN D REGULAR

SHORT ORDERS
GOODS OBTAIN ABU

MSI

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

waht
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BROTHERHOOD
NO.
A. F. A FRATERNAL
LODGE NO.
102
Meets
la
Monday
comevery
night
A. M. Regular
O. R- - C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
munication first
in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cor
third Thursday
mca month. VUltln dially welcome. J. T. Buhler, Presl
(bothers cordially in dent; Mrs. J. T. Buhler, Secretary;
C. H. Baily, Treasurer.
Mvited. Guy
Cary, W. M H. 8. Van
CHAPMAN

ii

COLUMN

ud

Petten. Secretary.

OF COLUMBUS, COUP
KNIGHT8
CIL NO. 804. Meets second an!
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Reg- - 'Gurth
Thursday in O. R. C. fcalL
A KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Tues-LPioneer
second
building. Visiting member!
conclave
ular
dey in each mcnth at Ma- are cordially invited. Richard Devlna,
sonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M. O. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
Smith, B. C; Cha. Tamme, Recorder.
3

Mb

OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN B,
rOFt CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

RATES

Five

cents par line

each

I

cation first Monday in each
month at Masonic Temple
at 7:30 p. m. P. A, Brinegar,
H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre- - No.
No.
tary.

Insertion.

Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy !
spaca than two
All advertisements
lines
charged
will ba booked at spaca actually cat I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO,
without regard to number of word.
4. Meets every Monday evening at
Cash In advlnce preferred.
their hall on Sixth stseet All visiting
brethren cordially invite to attend
J. Friedenatlne, N. G.: A. T. Rogers,
V. O.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl
house- WerU, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
Girl for general
WANTED
Cemetery Trustee,
Address
Ranch.
work at Harvey'a

Wanted

Box B, City.

LOCAL TIME CARD

Aft VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8. ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo

No.
No.

No.
No.
No.
No.

East Bound
Arrive

....

7:20 p.
4. ...11:64 p.
1:25 a.
1:15 p.

I....

1.,..

West
Arrive

1....

1:10
1:35
4:20
1:35

I....
7..t.

I.. a.

Detail

m
7:41 s.
m
11:M p.
m
1:81 a.
m
a.
!:
Bound

m
a, m
p. m
p. m
p.

aV

ft

a

Detail
1:8S p.
(:4I a.

4:81

7:l

li
ft

p. a
p. &

B. P. O. ELKS

Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks" home on Ninti street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
vs.
No. 7619
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. SpringTrinidad Romero, et al
1
, ra,
WANTED
Mlich cow, to keep for
Vl
j
er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Defendants
i ni$
feed during winter, or will bny If
To Serapio Romero, Trinidad RoAddress K., Secretary.
I rice is reasonable.
mero, Jr., and. Epimenia B. Romero:
Silver
(
Optic.
KNIGHT3 AND LADIES OF SECURYou and each of you will please take
-- if
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
notice, that there has been filed and
use f
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
is now pending In the District Court
first and third Mondays of each
of the Fourth Judicial District of the
EMPRESS
FOR RENT Modern furnished flat month at 8 p. m.
State of New .Meixco, sitting within
Visiting Knights and
511 Ninth street
Ladies always welcome O. L. Freeand for the County of San Miguel, a
FLOUR
man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
certain cause entitled Miguel Chavez,
RENT Nicely furnished steam
FOR
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
Plaintiff, vs. Trinidad Romero, Aetna
heated room, 924 Seventh, Phone
It giving you
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Deputy,
a
Association,
Building
corporation;
Main 333.
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
a present for doMiguel Romero, Serapio Romero, RoSixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M.
man Romera, Trinidad Romero, Jr.,
ing something
Trinidad Romero and Valeria L. de FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
I V
steam heat, no L. O. O. MOOSE Meeti second an3
do any
housekeeping,
light
you'd
de
Epimenia B. Romero, Valeria R.
sick. 328 Grand avenue.
fourth
evening eaek
when
Thursday
Bond, Margarita R. ae Taylor, Triniway
you
month at W. O., W. hall. Vialtlni
dad G. Romero and Cleo tilde R, de
learn
how
Much
RENT Pleasant room in mod
FOR
invited. Howard V
brothers
Marquez, heirs of Valeria L. de Roern house close to center of town. Davis, cordially
Better EMPRESS
Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
mero, deceased, Defendants, the same
at Y. M. C. A.
Inquire
on
7619
civil
the
FLOUR rWj,
being numbered, j
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
docket of said court; that the genMade by GERFOR RENT Housekeeping rooms.
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
eral objects of said suit and action
414 Seventh street.
Enquire
MAN PROCESS
Love at O. R. C. hall, on the second
are to obtain! judgment in favor of
each'
and fourth Tuesdays of
month at
the said Plaintiff, Miguel Chavez, for
ONE COUPON FROM,
8 p. m.
the sum of Two Thousand Five HunJ. S. Nelson, Consul; O.
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
dred ($2,500.00) Dollars, with costs
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, LoFIVE
STAMPS
and attorneys fees, and Interest there FOR SALE Williams ranch; two cal Deputy. Visiting members are esBRINGS YOU THE
six
outbuild
good houses,
lots; good
on at the rate of 10 per centum per anpecially welcome and cordially Invited.
SPOON
IT 'S
ings; plows, camping outfit stones.
num from the 22nd day of September,
PKNUINEWM
623
Railroad avenue.
1909, on account of a promissory
ROGERS &
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
note for said amount, dated March 22,
A A
SONS'
Osteopathic
Physician
1906, in favor of said Plaintiff and FOR SALE Well bred pigs. II. S.
STANDARD
Office Crockett Building
Maurice, Sapello, N. M.
signed by Trinidad Romero and Va
Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m.
SILVER
leria L. de Romero,' which said note
Residence Phone Main 384
was due on or before five years after FOR SALE Mare and colt $35. S.
Powers.
its date to foreclose a certain in
FRENCH.
MONUMENT CO
1REY (STERdenture of mortgage dated March 23,
Albuquerque, N. M,
LING) FINISH
1906, made, executed and delivered FOR SALE Wheelbarrows and cook
215 E. Central
stove. Inquire 623 Railroad avenue.
to the Plaintiff herein by the said
IS Years Practical Experience,
Trinidad Romero and Valeria L. de
EMPRESS!
A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS
Romero, to secure the payment of the
ROCIADA MERCANTILE CO.,
can be c&
said promissory note, which said Dealers In
Choice Timothy Hay and
H.
GEO.
HUNKER
this
tained in
city fro
mortgage covers that certain lot or
'
Grain of All Kinds
Attorney-at-Laof
estate
land
and real
parcel
lying
Located at Regensberg BrothEast Las Vegas, New Mexico.
on the south side of the public plaza
ers' old stand, 1122 National Ave.
in the Town of Las Vegas, San Miguel
Send Ua Your Orders
County, New Mexico, and bounded on
the north by the said Plaza; on the
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
20c per 100 Iba.
2,000 pounds or More, each dlivery..
east by property formerly of Paul
Dentist
25c per 100 Iba.
1,000 pounds to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
Phillips; on the south by Moreno
Dental
work
of
al
any
descriptioa
30c per 100 Iba.
200
to
each
1,000
pounds
delivery
pounds,
street; and on the west by property
moderate prices
40c per 100 lbs.
50 pounds to 200 pounds, each delivery
of Charles Ilfeld; to sell said prop
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
50c per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 pounds, each delivery...;
erty under such decree of foreclosure Main 381. Residence Phone Main
411
to satisfy the judgment obtained; and
to obtain Judgment for any deficiency
that may remain after applying the
FOLEY CATHARTIC TABLETS
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
proceeds of such foreclosure sale as
Stop coughing! you rack the lungs
Lasting Qualities of Which. Have Made Las Vegaa Famous,
required by law; all of which will and worry the body. BALLARD'S
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
more fully appear from the complaint HOREHOUND SYRUP checks Irritaon file in said cause In the court tion, heals the lungs and restores comaforesaid.
fortable breathing. Price 25c, 50c and
And you are further notified that $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Central
unless you, and each of you, enter ot Drug-Co- .
Adv.
cause to be entered your appearance
FIND WHAT YOU WANT
in the said cause on or before the Notice is
to
all able
hereby given
ninth day ot November, A. D. 1914, bodied men residing In Precinct 29
Judgment will be rendered in said in San Miguel county and who have
cause against you foy default and a not heretofore
paid their road tax,
SELL WHAT YOU DONT WANf
decree pro confesso taken therein,
that unless you pay such tax to the
of East Las Vegas, New Mexico, are anthorlzed collector for said
precinct,
attorneys for the Plaintiff in this A. R. Eckert, at Ortega's store, DougCLASSIFIED ADS search out t be people to whom among those who
cause.
las avenue, before the 15th day of
MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most
N. B. LaughHn, Esq., of Santa Fe, October, 1914,
name
will
re
be
your
New Mexico, and H. W. Clark, Esq, ported to the district
attorney's office
Dated at Las Vegas, New Mexico, for his action In the premises.
THE PROPERTY you want to sell is WORTH MOST to people who
this 10th day of September, A. D. Dated this 3rd
read the ads in this paper and who never would hear of your
day of October. J 914.
1914.
LORENZO DELGADO,
ROAD BOARD SAN MIGUEL COUN
property unless it were advertised here.
Clerk. .
(Seal)
TY.
OTHERS who read and answer the ads in this newspaper want (and
Automobile stage nne to Mora triare anxious to pay for) hooks, automobiles, used machinery and
articles of usefulness of any sort, musical Instruweekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Satfurniture,
CHICHESTER BRAPILLS
.
ments.
urday, leaving Las Vegaa postofftce
Nil.
A
I.adltnl Aak yonr UranlM f
a.
8
m.,
8:45
m.
Mora,
a.
arriving
iilnMiltm..
Leave Mora 4p.ni arrive Las Vegas
doles, sealed. with Blue) Klbboa.
WANT ADS are inexpensive, get results and EVERYBODY'S SATISI
-- r
T(
Tab.
5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, 15;
FIED. Try them.
1IAS10NI II KAN O a'll.l.M. for tl
one way, $3. Round trip tickets good
Teats known M Best Safest. Always keliabk.
SOU) IX DRUGGISTS LVIRVY.IILKE
for one week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
Reliable woman for gen
eral housework. 725 Sixth street

WANTED

For YOU!

eicgant Kogers
Spoon
you

For Rent

i.

For Sale

K

X

JONES-BOWER-

S
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ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

AGUAUPURA COMPANY
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DO EVERYTHING ELECTRICALLY
Beginning October ist, we have reduced our rates.
Turn on the Switch of your electrical appliances and let them Frizzle, Frazzle,
Fry, Bake, Boil, Broil.
MAKE YOUR HOME CHEERFUL WITH PLENTY OF LIGHT

flake Use of the greatest servant ever given to mankind, Electricity.
You can afford to do it at the following rates:
For the first 30 hours of use per month, 15 cents per kilowatt hour
For the second 3o hours of use per month, 10 cents per kilowatt hour.

Ml&Bdfllldp

Fiu(3 &3imiQ

p

UiiBmsM

kimono

The above rates are for both commercial and residence customers.
The hours of use shall be based upon 60 per cent of the connected load.
Minimum monthly bill $1.00. An additional charge of 5 per cent shall be added to all bills
not paid prior to the eleventh of the month for service rendered the preceding month. A

charge of $2.00 shall be made for connecting all services except the initial installation.
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DO IT ELECTRICALLY"
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SIGHT
FIRED
Telegraphing from
Antwerp by way of Amsterdam, the
correspondent of the Reuter Telegram
coirpany says that Zeppelin airships
cruising above the fortifications of
Antwerp dropped bombs on some oil
tanks at Hoboken, which caught on
fire. To prevent a general conflagration the other tanks were drained.
OIL TANKS

London, Oct

8.

Page, rector of St Faul's church of
Chicago, was today elected bishop for
the missionary jurisdiction of Spokane
by the house of bishops of the Episcopal church In session, here. Rev.
George C. Hunting, secretary of the
eitth province, was chosen for the
d!rtrlct of Nevada. Their selection
war almost unlnamous. Two other
b'shops will be elected today.
WANTED Clean cotton
OoMe office.

NAMED
8.
Rev. Herman
Oct.
Minneapolis,
BISHOPS

TWO

rags

VEGA8

DAILY OPTIC.

THURSDAY,

8, 1914.

OCTOBER

RUSSIANS

MUTUAL THEATER
-

Bridge

Spring Chickens

St:

TONIGHT

Jersey Sweet
Potatoes

First Show Starts at 7.15
THURSDAY
Million Dollar Mystery No. 4.w

Szl-ge- t,

Mission Grapes

',

NEW ISLE

LOCAL

Of PINES GRAPEFRUIT
15c and 25c large ones

Fancy Valencia Oranges, 20c doz. fo

GOc

per doz.

STORE

STEARNS'

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS

Cutler Brothers' Insurance and real

Grocer and Baker

corner of the Plaza In Hotel
Phone Vegas 388 Adv.

4 Pounds for

J

K. Cumble of the Crimm and At 8:45 o'clock the reception began
Ci.mble evangelistic party arrived last in tbe lower halls, and lasted until
night on No. 8. Evangelist Crimm 9:30 o'clock, when the hosts and
vi 11.
not arrive till tomorrow. The tl'.fir guests adjourned to the ball room
of and danced away the fleeting hours
will be la

meeting tonight
t'io singer, D. K. Cumble.

charge

The armory was closed this morning, all county fair papers, displays
and memoranda being movtd to the
Hotel Romaine. Exhibitors and prize
winners are requested to call there
and claim their property. The managers of the fair have arranged with
Passenger Agent D. L. Batchelor of
the Santa Fe to make a permainent
exhibit of agricultural specimens in
the waiting rooms of the station.

ME DAVIS

T 11 IS CASH GROCER
WD

Frank Lauderdale, who was arrested
last night by Chief of "Police Ben
Coles on a charge of being drunk, was
fined $8.50 this morning by Judge D.
R. Murray. This amount included the
costs, all of which. Lauderdale paid.
Crisantos OlguJn, who was arrested
last night by the chief, was given ten
days on the street repair gang.
was arrestetf upon complaint of
residents of Chihuahua, the native settlement in the northwest part of the

i:

Means Delightful, Natural
Refreshing Sleep
Absolutely noiseless
Perfectly sanitary, germ-pro-

of

Quarter Century Guaranty

city.

Docs not roll occupants to center
Cannot tear bedclothes

An absolutely satless bedspring

Easily dusted.
H'JI Thirty Night' Trial Free

The Utmost in Bedspring Comfort
PRICE $8.00

Page Furniture & Undertaking Co.
'

507 SIXTH

Phone,
Vegas

114

STREET.

.

The tired bank clerks, who have the
eceedingly long hours of 9 to 3 each
day and who are oDllged to work a
full half day each Saturday, will be
given a vacation Monday because of
the fact that Columbus discovered
America on October 12. Everybody
rejoices that Columbus discovered this
fair land and that there is one class
of people who receive a holiday because of that fact. Columbus day Is
& state holiday In New Mexico,
but
the bankers seem to be the only peo
ple patriotic enough to observe It.
HARVEY'S

ASVSF

0 kc

IS OPEN

Carriage out Saturday
Leave orders at Murphey's.

knows there is no economy In
Inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she knows the best
is the cheapest That is why so
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why In unmistakable terms. Order a sack to-

ORGANIZATION
PLANS INCREAS
ED WORK FOR THE COMING

WINTER
Yesterday afternoon at the cham
ber sof the Commercial club the
Woman's Club held a special meeting
and elected officers for the ensuing
year. Next Wednesday would have
br.en the regular day for meeting, but
as the-- State Federation of Women's
clubs will be In session in Sliver City
at that time, the meeting was

a

week,

t.

The officers elected were Mrs. Jo
hanna Vollmer, president; Mrs. William E. Gortner, first vice president;
Mrs. Hallett Raynolas, second vice
pitsident; Mrs. Harriette Van Petten,
treasurer; Mrs. Benjamin Strlckfaden,
recording secretary, and Mrs. William
N. Rosenthal, corresponding secretary.
The club plans many activities for
the coming year, especially fti the de.correction and
partment of
probation.

BROWNE

Adv.

day.

Ask your grocer

for

Pure

Quill Flour.

Las Vegas Roller Mills

IS BIO SOCCESS
LAS VEGAS LODGE HONORS
OF ITS DISTINGUISHED
MEMBERS

ONE

The reception and dance tendered
lest night by the Las Vegas lodge No.
40?, B.
O. Elks at the Elks' home
on Douglas avenue to First Assistant
Secretary of the Interior A. A. Jones
and Mrs. Jones, was eminently successful. Mr. Jones Is a member of
the Las Vegas lodge, and his lodge

brothers chose this opportunity to
him home cn his vacation.

welcome

the Home

01 The

Best

Of Everyting

POPULAR

TONIGHT

MOTION PICTURE
HAS EXCITING

Tonight at the Browne theater will
be shown the tenth picture In the
"Lucille Love" series. Lucille, again
in the power of Loubeque, agrees to
take a powerful
drug
to facilitate her transportation to her
captor's ranch in Mexico. Before becoming entirely affected "by the ' potion, she is atttacked by one of Lou-- i
becue's henchmen, who endeavors to
steal her costly ruby necklace, found
in the sunken city. The girl strug
gles and is rescued by Loubeque.
Lucille falls asleep; when she awak
ens she is on Loubeque's ranch. Jn
(Mexico, where she is given the freeidom of the hacienda, but is not al
lowed to leave the ranch. Thinking
the girl safely imprisoned Loubeque
departs for New York. " During his
absence the henchman again attempts
to steal the necklace, With, the aid
of a bandit, Lucille makes her escape
from the ranch, a mysterious woman
flaying a large part in the

7ia Cost Bakery Goods In iho City

I

& HAYWARD

CO.

,

STORE

o
o

CLAIMS JURISDICTION
New York, Oct. 8. The federal dis
trict court ruled today that it had jurisdiction in the suit brought against
Secretary of the Navy Daniels and

four naval censors by the Marconi
Wireless Telegraph
Company of
America to prevent the government
from keeping closed "he wireless stations at Siasconsett, Mass., and Sea
gate, N. J. The company's applica
tion for an injunction was dismissed.
Although the application for the
temporary injunction was dismissed,
the suit itself remains on the calendar. It Is regarded unlikely that it
will be brought to trial in view of
Judge Vender's ruling today.

Our service Is prompt

LUDWia

and

ILFELD

Everything in Hardware and Furniture

fl

US HARD!

--

j

Q

Next to Bridge

o
o

NEEDED!

ROOM

So our Big
Remodeling Sale
Continues.
Save from 20 to 50 on anything
you may need ir furniture and
household goods.
THE OPPORTUNITY WILL NOT BE

FOR LONG

J.

C. Jbhnsen. & Son.

TIRES AND TUBES
For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Mlchelin tubes
Miller
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto,
I
Non-Ski-

i

land cross breds and sllnra;;There was
a strong demand from, t the home
trede. and prices were firm.' Merinos
in slightly better request, but
they showed no recovery and were fre
quently withdrawn., American buyers
were quiet.
v.(-r-

jbser!he for

'

n

. ALLWOEKt

DONE

GUARANTEED. FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

"

...

V

LET US

Garments.

WE CAN PLEASE YOU

Las Vegas ' Steam Laundry

-

l

f

1

ii
TOO RAD!

ie Optte.

AT OUR

The Las "Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

AMERICANS ARE QUIET
London, Oct. 8. The offerings at the
wool auction sales today amounted to
10,000 bales, principally New Zea-

or Dye
your old

OUR EASY TERMS

are the most Hberal ever offered.
our treatment most courteous.

f

ARE POSHING

anti-Polis- h

Vou dldn

t get

your FORD out

of our last shipment.
We have ordered another car load
of these famous little cars to be

shipped immediately.
Plan on getting your machine

Clean

We are the only carload buyers of Heaters and Ranges
la Las Vesas, selling direct to the retailer. We have every
well known style, so you'll not find It hard to be pleased.

Purlins
Cream
Brand
filMF

6

Will soon be here so
get ready for him.

Try a Loaf of Our

THE

OETl

Gil FROST

Eatable

S. Federal Reserve Bank

MORE
Fighting In China
Berlin, Oct.8 (By wireless to Say- ville, L.
newspapers to
day published, articles expressing sat
isfaction that the British and Japan
ese attacks on Tslng Tau, the forti
fied position in the German leased
territory of Kiao Chow, have been re
pulsed. They declare that the splendid defense of the Tsing Tan garrison
is 'an indication that the promise of
the governor of the colony to defend
the territory to the bitter end is be
ing carried out
According to official news today
the loyal conduct of the Polish sol
diers in the German army has made
possible the dissolution of the Ger
man
union.
A great part of the German army
under General von Hindenberg has
effected a junction with the Austrlans
on the Vistula at Ivangarod, In Rus
sian Poland, where the Russians are
concentrating on the right bank. A
small portion of von Hindenburgtg
army remains near Suwalkl. These
troops succeeded in preventing the
Russian advance in the direction of
east Prussia, In spite of the numeri
cal superiority of the enemy.

mmsri
At

U.

THE WOMAN'S CLUB

morning.

ELKS' RECEPTION

Member

IS.

sleep-producin- g

The Modern Woman

WAR

ESTABLISHED 1876

until midnight, when a light lunch
was served.
(Continued from Page Four)
Mr. and' Mrs. Jones expressed the
highest appreciation of the hearty re- triaus were speedily forced to retreat
ception they have met upon their re before this superior force.
In. response to telegraphic call, guns
turn to the home they have known and
hurried forward from usontos,
ww
been Identified with so long.
but there were no horses to drag them
up the mountains snd the guns tyere
VOLLMtR HEADS sent back to Csontos. They were met
by a superior force and then were
driven back to the frontiers.

"LUCILLE LOVE" AT

NOTICE
No shooting, hunting or fishing al
lowed on what is known as the A. G.
Green lake "and ranch, north of the
city. Trespassers will be prosecuted
to extent of law.
A. G. GREEN,
Mrs. P. O. NISSON,

J5he

vative Bank.

D.

Genuine Jersey Sweet Potatoes

tf.

VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

JOHN II. YORK

estate agency removed to northwest

1

An-nin- g,

and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the

of all kinds

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
la wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

Quinces

Letters remaining uncalled for for
the week ending October 3:
Manuel Albadonado,
Therron
Jose Doming Gutierrez, Mrs.
May Hugas, Harry Klger, Airs. Chloir
Lentz, Miss Violet Leonard, Lorizo
Montanio, Adelaydo Mondragon, Fans-ti- n
Padilla, William Park, Mrs. Juan-it- a
M. Salazar, Miss Luciana Sanchez,
Jack Williams 2.
When calling for the above letters
please ask for "advertised letters."
E. V. LONG, P. M. '

A Service based on the facilities

Vegetables

The Knights and Ladles' Sewing
clab will meet Friday afternoon with
Mrs Harvey Noll, o9 Eleventh street

Fancy Table Pears
Concord Grapes

Fancy Cling Peaches
Tokay Grapes
Mission Grapes

Fruit and

Old Taylor WhlsRey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

TWfl QI7CQ 10 Cents Small Ones

IHU OILLO

NEWS

LETTERS

ADVERTISED

seven-eighth-

Concord Grapes

(Thanhouser)
"Love's Luck" Keystone

at

LEAVE HUNGARY

Rome, Oct 8 (Via London). In
making answer to the statement from
Vienna that the Russians have been
driven out of Hungary, the
MYSTERY" TONIGHT completely
Russian ambassador to Italy declared
today that Russian forces now occupy
the entire province of. , Bukowlna,
FOURTH EPISODE OF THE INTERs
of Gallcia end one-fiftESTING PICTURE WILL BE
of
all
the passes In the CarHungary,
SHOWN
pathian mountains and Hungarian
towns of Ungvard, Munkaos and
Tonight at the Mutual theater on
in the eastern part of Hungary
Bridge street will occur the presentaCa- tion of the fourth episode of "The Mil- between 30 and 40 miles from the
'.'
liclan
border.
lion Dollar Mystery," the wonderfully
and baffling detective
interesting
story in films. This episode is entitled "The Third Floor Flat," and the
synopsis is as follows:
With Braine and Princess Olga in
command, the "Black Hundred" con
tinues its dastardly plotting. They
lure Florence to an apartment house
by a letter purporting to come from
hei father whom she has not seen
slice babyhood. But, as her "father"
embraces her, she sees in the mirror
mrny evil peering faces and realizes
she Is trapped. In this terrible situa.
tion, surrounded by villainous foes,
Infctead of shrieking or swooning, this
courageous wisp of a girl plans a desperate escape and miraculous as it
.seems, Bhe does escape.

"MILLION DOLLAR

EARLY

1

Ess

this time.

CHAS. ILFELD C0.
Agents for The Ford

